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PRIOR AND RELATED APPEALS

The Utah State Engineer knows of no prior or related appeals in this matter.
STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION
~

Objection-Appellant Evan Johnson appeals from the district court's Order
Granting Summary Judgment of Objection Filed by Evan Johnson. The district court
entered final judgment on May 24, 2016. Mr. Johnson timely appealed. The Supreme
Court transferred the appeal to this Court, which has jurisdiction under Utah Code§ 78A4-103(2)G) (2016).
STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES
Issue One: Did the district court correctly hold that the Canal Company was

forever barred and estopped under Utah Code § 73-4-9 from filing diligence claim
D6916?
Standard of Review: Statutory interpretation is a question of law, reviewed for
correctness. Monarrez v. Utah Dep't ofTransp., 2016 UT 10, 17,368 P.3d 842.
Preservation: Record (R.) at 1010-1013.
Issue Two: Did the district court correctly hold that the Canal Company and Mr.

Johnson could not collaterally attack the recommendation made in the Proposed
Determination for water user's claim 53-966 by filing diligence claim D6916 more than
14 years after the original proposed determination was published?
Standard of Review: Statutory interpretation is a question of law, reviewed for
correctness. Monarrez, 2016 UT 10, 17.
Preservation: R. at 1013-1014.
~
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Issue Three: Did the district court and the State Engineer afford Mr. Johnson the

due process to which he was entitled?
Standard of Review: "Constitutional issues, including questions regarding due
process, are questions of law" reviewed for correctness. Anderson v. Larry H. Miller
Communications Corp., 2015 UT App. 134 ,r 16,351 P.3d 832 (internal quotation marks

omitted).
Preservation: R. at 1108-1113; 1151-1154.
DETERMINATIVE STATUTES

Utah Code§§ 73-4-3 (1981), 73-4-4 (1981), 73-4-5 (1981), 73-4-9 (1981), 73-411 (1985), 73-4-12 (1985), 73-4-22 (2016), 73-5-13 (1999), and 73-5-13 (2016) are
determinative to the issues presented on appeal. The sections are set forth verbatim in
AddendumC.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
Nature of the Case. This is an appeal from a district court decision granting the

State Engineer's Motion for Summary Judgment and dismissing an objection filed by
Evan Johnson in the Utah Lake and Jordan River general adjudication ("ULJR general
adjudication").
Course of Proceedings. In 1985, the State Engineer published the original

Proposed Determination for the Goshen Valley Subdivision of the Juab-Goshen Valley
Division within the ULJR general adjudication, Area 53, Book 1 (hereinafter. "Proposed
Determination"). R. at 1019-1026. Previously, in 1981, East Warm Creek Irrigation and
Canal Company (the "Canal Company") filed water users claim 53-966 ("WUC 53-966),
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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claiming diligence rights for the water used in its canal system. R. at 1027-1028.
Fourteen years later, the Canal Company filed diligence claim D6916 with the State
Engineer to expand the water available in its system. R. at 1034-1039. In response, the
~

State Engineer filed an amendment to the original Proposed Determination (the "2000
Amendment"), recommending that the district court disallow D6916. R. at 1055-1066.
Mr. Johnson filed an Objection to the 2000 Amendment. R. at 102-125.
The State Engineer filed a Motion for Summary Judgment requesting that the
district court dismiss Mr. Johnson's Objection. R. at 1006-1066. 1 Central Utah Water

~

Conservancy District ("CUWCD"), the Provo River Water Users Association
("PRWUA"), and the Metropolitan Water District of Salt Lake & Sandy ("MWDSLS")
acting on its own behalf and as attorney-in-fact for the Utah Lake Distributing Company
("ULDC") joined the State Engineer's motion. R. at 1076-1079; 1085-1087. The United
States Bureau of Reclamation ("Reclamation") filed a separate response in support of the
State Engineer's motion and concurring with the State Engineer's request that the district
court dismiss the objection. R. at 1067-1070. Mr. Johnson filed a response to which the
State Engineer, Reclamation, CUWCD, PRWUA, MWDSLS, and ULDC replied. R. at

1

The Corrected Record Index erroneously combines two documents-the State
Engineer's Motion for Summary Judgment on Objection Filed by Evan Johnson and

Response of the U.S. Bureau ofReclamation in Support of Utah State Engineer's Motion
for Summary Judgment of Objection by Evan Johnson-and lists them together as R.
997-1016 (not including exhibits). Reclamation's Response is listed in the record twice
at R. 997-1005 and again at R. 1067-1070. The State Engineer's Motion for Summary
Judgment is paginated in the record at R. 1006-1016 with the corresponding exhibits at R.
1017-1066. This brief will cite to the Motion for Summary Judgment at R. 1006-1016
and to Reclamation's Response at R. 1067-1070.
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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1106-1123; 1147-1157; 1170-1179; 1187-1190. The district court held a hearing on the
motion and granted the motion for summary judgment from the bench. R. at 1199.
Disposition by district court. The district court subsequently entered the Order

Granting Motion for Summary Judgment of Objection Filed by Evan Johnson on May 24,
2016 ("Order"). R. at 1218-1223. The Order dismissed Mr. Johnson's Objection and
stated that it constituted a final order on the Objection pursuant to Utah Rule of Civil
Procedure 54(b). Id.

RELEVANT FACTS
Undisputed Facts. The relevant facts were not disputed in the district court. See

R. at 1218-1219. In 1981, the Canal Company filed WUC 53-966, making a diligence
claim for irrigation of 407 .5 acres and 250 equivalent livestock units. R. at 1027-1028.
The claim form used by the Canal Company served as notice of the time to file a claim,
R. at 1027, and the Canal Company's president signed it, "waiv[ing] service of summons
or other process." R. at 1028, ,r 15. The State Engineer published the original Proposed
Determination for the Goshen Valley Subdivision on May 1, 1985. R. at 1019-1025. In
the Proposed Determination, the State Engineer recommended that the court recognize
the full amount of water that the Canal Company claimed in WUC 53-966. R. at 1026.
The Canal Company did not object to the original Proposed Determination within the 90day objection period and later stated it was "satisfied" with the original Proposed
Determination's recommendation for WUC 53-966. R. at 399.
Fourteen years later, on January 13, 1999, the Canal Company administratively
filed a new diligence claim with the State Engineer, Diligence Claim D69 l 6, which was
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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~

Id

assigned water right number 53-1433. R. at 1034-1039. D6916 claimed an additional
64.4 acres of water that were not included in the Canal Company's original Water Users
Claim or the Proposed Determination. R. at 1035. On January 25, 1999, the Canal
Company conveyed a divided 50 percent interest in the newly claimed D6916 to Evan
Johnson by quit-claim deed. R. at 1040. On March 5, 1999, the Canal Company redeeded the 50 percent interest to Evan Johnson by warranty deed. R. at 1041. The State
Engineer filed a memorandum of investigation on September 30, 1999, conducted a field
investigation on November 5, 1999, and filed a second memorandum on November 5,
1999, concluding that D6916 should be disallowed as invalid. R. at 1042-1044. On
November 9, 1999, Mr. Johnson submitted a revised version of the Canal Company's
D6916 claim, now claiming a total of 85 .6 acres of irrigation. R. at 1045-1047.
PRWUA, CUWCD, Reclamation, and Jordan Valley Conservancy District filed protests
to the Canal Company's D6916 claim (collectively "the Protesters"). R. at 1048-1054.
Id

To clear up the confusion created in the Goshen Valley adjudication by the latefiled diligence claim, the State Engineer published an Amendment to the Proposed

~

Determination on October 17, 2000 (''2000 Amendment"), recommending that the Court
disallow D6916. R. at 1055-1056. On October 20, 2000, Mr. Johnson filed an Objection
to the 2000 Amendment, arguing that the 2000 Amendment was in error and that D6916
should be allowed. R. at 102-125. After lengthy discovery and settlement discussions,
the State Engineer and Mr. Johnson entered into a stipulation, R. at 337, and the State
Engineer filed a motion seeking approval of the settlement, R. at 315-316. However, the
Canal Company and some of the Protesters to D6916 objected to the stipulation (R. 399-
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~

402; 461-487; 630-634; 649-663), and the district court denied the motion on January 20,
2016 (R. at 952-955). The State Engineer filed his Motion for Summary Judgment on
March 11, 2016. R. at 1006-1016. The district court entered the order granting the
motion and dismissing Mr. Johnson's objection on May 24, 2016. R. at 1218-1223.
District Court's Order.

In granting the State Engineer's Motion for Summary

Judgment, the district court made three holdings. First, the district court held that Utah
Code§ 73-4-9 "forever barred and estopped" the Canal Company from asserting
diligence claim D6916 because it did not file the claim within 90 days of receiving notice
as required by Utah Code§ 73-4-3. R. at 1220. The court found, based on the
undisputed facts, that D6916 was untimely and that the Canal Company's opportunity to
assert the water right represented by D6916 arose in 1981 when it received notice of the
time to file claims. Id. Based on a plain reading of the statute and the purpose of general
adjudications, the court held that the 2000 Amendment properly recommended
disallowing D6916. Id.
Second, the district court held that "the 2000 Amendment did not revive Mr.
Johnson's right to assert a claim for additional water in the Goshen Valley adjudication or
to challenge the original Proposed Determination." R. at 1221. The undisputed facts
before the district court showed that neither the Canal Company nor Mr. Johnson
objected to the original Proposed Determination in 1985. Id. Though Mr. Johnson had
the right to object to the recommendation in the 2000 Amendment that D6916 be
disallowed, he could not rely on th_e 2000 Amendment to revive a right to assert a claim
for more water in the general adjudication or to modify a right recognized the original
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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~

proposed determination. Id. The time to address any omissions or mistakes in the
original Proposed Determination had passed in 1985. Id. Accordingly, Mr. Johnson's
Objection had no basis in law, and the district court properly dismissed it. Id.
Finally, the district court determined that Mr. Johnson and the Canal Company had
been afforded sufficient due process because, consistent with the general adjudication
statutes, the Canal Company as Mr. Johnson's predecessor-in-interest had been provided
~

with the opportunity to file a claim and, later, with the opportunity to object to the
original Proposed Determination. R. at 1221. The district court further held that laches
~

did not bar the State Engineer from continuing to assert his 2000 Amendment. Id.

SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT
This Court should uphold the district court's order because diligence claim D6916
~

was filed 17 years too late and because Mr. Johnson cannot rely on D6916 to collaterally
attack the State Engineer's recommendations in the original Proposed Determination.
Utah Code § 73-4-9 states that a person who receives notice of a general adjudication but
fails to file his claim "shall be forever barred and estopped" from subsequently asserting
any claims to water rights in the drainage being adjudicated. The Canal Company
received notice of the time to file its claims in 1981, 17 years before it filed D6916. In
1985, the State Engineer filed the original Proposed Determination, recommending that
the district court recognize the Canal Company's water rights to the full extent claimed in
WUC 53-966. Both the Canal Company and Mr. Johnson have acknowledged that
D6916 was an attempt to increase the amount of water available under WUC 53-966. R.
at 102-125; 398-400; Appellant's Br. at 32. If the Canal Company had wanted to claim
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the additional water and acreage it later claimed in D69 l 6, it should have done so in 1981
when it filed its water user's claim instead of waiting until 1999 to file a late diligence
claim. Instead, the Canal Company stated it was "satisfied" with the original Proposed
Determination's recommendation, choosing not to file an objection when it had the
opportunity. R. at 399.
The district court was also correct in holding that Mr. Johnson cannot rely on
D69 l 6 to challenge the State Engineer's recommendations in the original Proposed
Determination regarding WUC 53-966. Under Utah Code§ 73-4-11, the only proper
challenge to a proposed determination is an objection with the district court filed within
90 days of receiving notice. No one, including the Canal Company and Mr. Johnson,
filed an objection, and the Canal Company was satisfied with how the original Proposed
Determination recognized its water right (53-966). R. at 399. If anyone, including Mr.
Johnson, disagreed with the proposed determination, he should have filed an objection in
1985 when the original Proposed Determination was published. Moreover, though Mr.
Johnson had the right to object to the recommendation in the 2000 Amendment, he
cannot rely on the 2000 Amendment to revive any right to assert a claim for water in the
general adjudication or object to the State Engineer's recommendations in the original
Proposed Determination.
Finally, Mr. Johnson has been afforded the due process to which he is entitled.
Because the Canal Company is his predecessor-in-interest for D6 l 96 and he asserts a
derivative interest in WUC 53-966, Mr. Johnson is bound by the rights and obligations of
the Canal Company. The Canal Company was afforded sufficient due process in 1981
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when it received notice and filed its water user's claim and again in 1985 when it
received notice of the original Proposed Determination but elected not to object to it. As
the Canal Company's successor-in-interest to D6916, Mr. Johnson is not entitled to any
more rights than the Canal Company had and is bound by the same statutory time
limitations for filing a claim and objecting to the original Proposed Determination as the
Canal Company.
Because D6916 was filed 17 years too late and is a late attempt to collaterally
attack the original Proposed Determination, this Court should affirm the district court's
~

order dismissing Mr. Johnson's Objection and affirming the 2000 Amendment.
ARGUMENT

I.

The Canal Company was forever barred and estopped under Utah Code § 734-9 from filing diligence claim D6916.
A.

The plain language of the general adjudication statutes and the
purpose of general adjudications clearly bar late-filed diligence claims
like D6916.

The district court correctly held that '"D6916 was barred by the general
adjudication statutes because the Canal Company did not file it within 90 days of
receiving notice as required by Utah Code § 73-4-3(8)(c)." R. at 1220. The plain
language of the general adjudication statute and the purpose of general adjudications
support the district court's holding.
General adjudications, including the adjudication of the Goshen Valley drainage,
proceed according to a detailed process that is governed by statute. See Utah Code§ 734-1, et seq. After an adjudication has commenced, the statute requires the State Engineer
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to make all water users within the drainage parties to the proceeding by mailing a
summons to every water user of record. See Utah Code§ 73-4-4. Following summons,
the State Engineer must send an additional notice to the water users within the drainage
area. Utah Code§ 73-4-3(8)(a). Receiving this second notice triggers the water user's
obligation to file a claim or claims for all of its water rights within 90 days.
In 1981, when the Canal Company received notice and filed its claim, R. at 10271028, the statute stated, "the state engineer ... shall give notice by registered mail or by
personal service to all claimants ... that their claims are due within 90 days from the
date of notice, and within 90 days after such service of such notice each claimant must
file a written statement ... setting forth his respective claim to the use of such water."
Utah Code§ 73-4-3 (1981). 2 "[A]ny person failing to make and deliver such statement of
claim ... within the time prescribed by law [90 days] shall be forever barred and
estopped from subsequently asserting any rights, and shall be held to have forfeited all
rights to the use of the water theretofore claimed by him." Utah Code§ 73-4-9 (1981).
A "diligence claim" is a claim for a water right that "is not represented by a
certificate of appropriation issued by the state engineer, by an application filed with the
state engineer, by a court decree, or by a notice of claim filed pursuant to law.... " Utah
Code§ 73-5-13(l)(a) (2016). Such claims may be asserted only for rights that "rest upon
Glv

appropriation by beneficial use before 1903." See Bishop v. Duck Creek Irrigation Co.,
241 P.2d 162, 164 (Utah 1952). Until a court decree closes an area to diligence claims
2

The relevant provisions of the general adjudication statute were not amended or revised
between 1979 and 2007 for §§ 73-4-3, 73-4-4, and 73-4-11; between 1979 and 2009 for §
73-4-9; and between 1979 and 2013 for§ 73-4-12.
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under Utah Code§ 73-4-22, the State Engineer is charged with accepting the claim,
~

evaluating the claim based on a field investigation, and filing a report of investigation on
the claim. Utah Code § 73-5-13(5)(a). However, the State Engineer cannot adjudicate

~

the validity of a diligence claim; the authority to adjudicate a claim to a water right rests
squarely with the courts. See Utah Code§ 73-5-13(4)(c) ("The acceptance of any
[diligence] claim by the state engineer may not be considered to be an adjudication by the

~

state engineer of the validity of the claimed water right."); Jensen v. Jones, 2011 UT 67,r
I 0, 270 P .3d 425 ("[T]he state engineer acts in an administrative capacity only and does
~

not have the authority to determine rights of parties.") (internal quotes omitted); Little

Cottonwood Water Co. v. Kimball, 289 P. 116, 117, (Utah 1930) ("[T]he determination of
existing rights ... is peculiarly a judicial function.")
The purpose of general water adjudication is "to prevent piecemeal litigation
regarding water rights and to provide a permanent record of all such rights by decree."

Penta Creeks, LLC v. Olds, 2008 UT 24, ,r 5, 182 P.3d 362; see also, Jensen v. Morgan,
844 P.2d 287,289 (Utah 1992); Smith v. District Court, 256 P. 539,541 (Utah 1927). To
accomplish this purpose, the Utah Supreme Court has held that a party cannot later assert
water rights not asserted in its water users claims. See Green River Adjudication v.

United States, 404 P.2d 251, 252 (Utah 1965). This is because the function of a general
adjudication is to determine water rights not yet adjudicated, uncertain, or in dispute. Id.
To be effective, the adjudication must have "finality and solidarity." Id. "Accordingly it
is essential that everyone whose rights are involved or may be affected be made parties to

the proceeding; that they be required to assert whatever rights they contend they are
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entitled to; and that they be bound by the result for the same sound reasons that justify the

doctrine of res adjudicata in other classes of cases." Id. (emphasis added).
D6916 is an improper diligence claim that defies the statutory framework of the
general adjudication. It is undisputed that the Canal Company was joined as a party to
the adjudication and received notice to file a water user's claim in 1981. See R. 10271028. The claim form signed by the Canal Company's president states, "Failure to file
the attached statements of water users claim with the Clerk of the District Court within
the time stated will forever bar and estop you from asserting any right to the use of water
from said drainage area." R. at 1027. Heeding this warning, the Canal Company
asserted its rights by filing WUC 53-966 and received notice of the State Engineer's
Proposed Determination in 1985. See R. at 1027-1028; 1019-1026. The State Engineer
adopted WUC 53-966 to the full extent claimed by the Canal Company-recommending
a flow rate of 4.96 cubic feet per second (c.f.s.) to be used for irrigation on 407.5 acres
and for 250 equivalent livestock units. Id. As the Canal Company itself admits, no one
filed an objection to the Proposed Determination with respect to WUC 53-966. R. at 399.
The Canal Company was satisfied with the Proposed Determination's recommendations,
likely because it recognized the full extent of the Canal Company's Water rights. Id.
The plain language of the general adjudication statute emphasizes that a person
Gw

who fails to claim all of his water rights after receiving the required statutory notice
"shall be forever barred and estopped from subsequently asserting any rights, and shall be
held to have forfeited all rights to the use of the water theretofore claimed by him." Utah
Code § 73-4-9 (emphasis added). "It is axiomatic that when interpreting statutory
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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language, our primary objective is to ascertain the intent of the legislature. And the best
evidence of the legislature's intent is the plain language of the statute itself. Thus, when
statutory language is clear, there is no need for us to look further to determine legislative
~

intent." Anadarko Petroleum Corp. v. Utah State Tax Comm 'n, 2015 UT 25,, 24,345
P.3d 648 (internal citations and quotations omitted). The plain language of Section 73-49 does not limit the bar on submitting claims to water users claims in the general
adjudication; the statute says the word ''any" to bar all claims, including diligence claims,
within the drainage that is the subject of the adjudication. It goes on to state that the

~

person "shall be held to have forfeited all rights to the use of water theretofore claimed
by him." Utah Code§ 73-4-9 (1981) (emphasis added). This means that "all rights" that
may have been previously claimed by a water user before the general adjudication was
commenced, including rights represented by diligence claims, are forfeited if they are not
included in a properly and timely filed water users claim. Id.; Green River Adjudication,
404 P.2d at 252 (water users are "required to assert whatever rights they contend they are
entitled to ... ").
Consistent with the language of the statute, the Canal Company is forever barred
and estopped from subsequently asserting any other rights, including diligence claims,
and it forfeited any other claims it may have had. As the Supreme Court has said, "the
objective of an adjudication ... is to determine and settle water rights which have not
been adjudicated or may be uncertain ...." Green River Adjudication, 404 P .2d at 252

~

( 1964). A water right represented by a diligence claim is both unadjudicated and
uncertain until the court addresses it in a general adjudication. By disallowing D6916,

l:id
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the district court upheld the principles of finality and solidarity that the Utah Supreme
Court has said are essential to the adjudication process. See id. Parties that fail to "assert
whatever rights they contend they are entitled to" are "bound by the result[s]" when the
proposed determination does not include their claims." Id. Accordingly, the Canal
Company was "forever barred and estopped" from filing Diligence Claim D6916, and the
district court properly disallowed it.
Mr. Johnson's assertions to the contrary, Bauer v. Prestwich, 578 P.2d 1283 (Utah
1978), is inapposite to this case because it involved competing claims to the same water
right and turned on an application to appropriate, not a late-filed diligence claim. Id at
1284. The Supreme Court affirmed the trial court's findings that Mr. Bauer's
predecessors in interest had continuously used all the water in an unnamed spring since
before 1903. Id. Accordingly, Mr. Prestwich could not apply for water from the same
source because, by beneficially using all water from the source, the water had vested in
Mr. Bauer's predecessors and no additional water was available to the Prestwiches for
appropriation. Id. Bauer v. Prestwich does not permit a claimant to expand its water
rights by filing an unfounded diligence claim for more water 17 years after the time for
doing so has expired. By denying the Canal Company and Mr. Johnson the opportunity
to expand their water rights using D6916, the trial court protected the rights of the water
users who followed the statute and participated in the adjudication lawfully.
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B.

The "Second Summons" Statute does not allow water users who have
received notice to file a late diligence claim.

Mr. Johnson erroneously argues that a 2013 amendment to Utah Code§ 73-5-13

demonstrates that the statute intends to separate diligence claims from other types of
claims for water rights. The plain language of Sections 73-4-22 and 73-5-3 demonstrate
that this reading is wrong. The amendment to Section 73-5-13(7) was intended to give
the State Engineer the authority to return diligence claims without putting them on file
after an area is closed to them by the district court in a general adjudication. Instead of
being in conflict as Mr. Johnson argues, Sections 73-4-22 and 73-5-13 as amended
operate together to ensure that the general adjudication is final as to all types of claims.
Utah Code § 73-5-13(7)(a) states:
~

In a general adjudication of water rights under Title 73, Chapter 4,
Determination of Water Rights, after completion of final summons in
accordance with Section 73-4-22, a district court may, by decree, prohibit
future claims from being filed under this section in the general adjudication
area, division, or subdivision.

Id. (emphasis added). This statute states that it must be read together and "in accordance
with Section 73-4-22." Utah Code § 73-4-22 states:
The state engineer, throughout the pendency of proceedings, shall serve
summons in the manner prescribed by Section 73-4-4 upon all claimants to
the use of water in the described source embraced by said action, whenever
the names and addresses of said persons come to the attention of the state
engineer. Immediately after the notice of the proposed determination is
given, in accordance with Section 73-4-11 hereof, the state engineer shall
diligently search for the names and addresses of any claimants to water in
the source covered by the proposed determination who have not been
previously served with summons other than by publication, and any such
persons located shall forthwith be served with summons. After the state
engineer has exhausted the search for other claimants, as described in
Subsection (2), the state engineer shall make such fact known to the district
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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court by affidavit, and as ordered by the court, again publish summons five
times, once each week, for five successive weeks which said service shall
be binding on all unknown claimants.
Id. (emphasis added).

The language of§ 73-4-22 plainly applies only to claimants who have not been
previously served with summons other than by publication. Often called the "second
summons," the purpose of§ 73-4-22 is to ensure that all potential claimants are made

Gv

party to the proceeding by re-publishing the summons a final time before entry of the
decree. The provision addressing the second summons in§ 73-5-13 applies to those
"who have not been previously served with summons other than by publication." § 73-422. If a water user has not been made party to the adjudication, he may be able to file a
diligence claim until the district court adjudicates the area as being closed to all diligence
claims, pursuant to§ 73-5-13(7). However, in Mr. Johnson's case, the Canal Company
was served with summons and notice to file its claims, so this provision does not apply
here.
II.

Mr. Johnson cannot rely on D6916 to collaterally attack the original Proposed
Determination.

Mr. Johnson cannot rely on a late-filed diligence claim (D6916) to attack the

original Proposed Determination because the only proper way to contest a proposed
determination is by filing a timely objection. Following submission of all water users
claims, the State Engineer prepares a hydrographic survey of the river system, evaluates
the claims, and publishes a proposed determination of water rights, which is also served
on all parties to the adjudication. Utah Code § 73-4-11. The State Engineer serves notice
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of the proposed determination on all claimants and also publishes it in a local newspaper.
Id. Upon receiving notice of the proposed determination, any party who wishes to object
to it then has 90 days to file a written objection with the clerk of the district court. Id. If
the objection is filed timely, the court hears evidence and renders judgment on it. Utah
Code§§ 73-4-13, -15.
Section 73-4-11 as it was written in 1985 and as it reads today is clear that filing
an objection within 90 days is the only way to challenge a proposed determination. The
statute requires the district court to enter judgment on a proposed determination if no
~

objection is filed. Utah Code§ 73-4-12. The Supreme Court has interpreted this statute
as applying to individual water rights in a proposed determination even if an objection is
filed on an unrelated water right. "The clear mandate of section 73-4-12 is that courts
must render judgment in accordance with a proposed determination where the proposed
determination is uncontested at the close of the ninety-day statutory period." U.S. Fuel
Co. v. Huntington-Cleveland Irrigation Co., 2003 UT 49, ,r 15, 79 P.3d 945. For the
potential objector, failure to file an objection is tantamount to a default. "[I]f the
claimant makes no objection, he, by his silence, ... confesses the statements contained in
the [state] engineer's proposed determination of his water rights, and thus a judgment
may be legally entered ...." Id. at ,r 19 (citing Eden Irr. Co. v. Dist. Ct. of Weber
County, 211 P. 957,960 (Utah 1922)).
Both the Canal Company and Mr. Johnson have admitted that D6916 is not a

\@

unique diligence claim but that the Canal Company filed it with the intention of
modifying WUC 53-966. See R. at 399; R. at 102-103; Appellant's Br. at 32. When he

~
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published the original Proposed Determination in 1985, the State Engineer recommended
~

that the district court recognize the Canal Company's claim for WUC 53-966. R. at
1019-1025. The Canal Company stated that it was "satisfied" with the original Proposed
Determination's recommendation for WUC 53-966 and elected not to file an objection.
R. at 399. Fourteen years later, the Canal Company decided to file D6916 "to apply for
the 64.6 acres that were left off [of the original claim] and have always been used by the
irrigation company." R. at 103 7. D6916 constitutes an attempt to claim additional
acreage that the Canal Company failed to include in WUC 53-966. Even ifD6916 was
merely a correction, as Mr. Johnson argues, it was nevertheless improperly filed 14 years
too late with the State Engineer and not the district court. If D6916 was an attempt to
correct the Proposed Determination, the Canal Company should have filed it as an
objection along with a motion asking the district court to accept the late filing with good
cause demonstrated pursuant to Utah Code§ 73-4-10. 3
Because no one contested the original Proposed Determination's recommendation
for WUC 53-966, the court was required to enter a judgment confirming WUC 53-966.
Instead, 14 years too late, the Canal Company and Mr. Johnson tried to use D6916 to
sidestep the requirement in § 73-4-11 that anyone wishing to challenge a proposed
determination must file a timely objection. Recognizing that D6916 was an attempt to
~

duck the statute, the State Engineer prepared and filed the 2000 Amendment, which
recommended disallowing D6916. R. at 1055. Though Mr. Johnson filed a timely

3

The District Court noted that Mr. Johnson did not request an extension of time to file an
objection to the original Proposed Determination. R. at 1221.
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objection to the 2000 Amendment, neither he nor his predecessor in interest had
previously objected to the original Proposed Determination. Mr. Johnson exercised his
right to challenge the recommendation in the 2000 Amendment, but the 2000
Amendment did not revive any right to challenge the original Proposed Determination.
The time for doing so passed in 1985, 90 days after the Canal Company received notice
that the State Engineer had published the original Proposed Determination. Since Mr.
Johnson did not file an objection to the original Proposed Determination, he could not
later circumvent the adjudication process by relying on D6916 to modify or correct the
Proposed Determination's recommendation with respect to WUC 53-966.

III.

The State Engineer, the general adjudication statute, and the district court
afforded Mr. Johnson the due process to which he was entitled.
Mr. Johnson's due process rights have not been violated because he and the Canal

Company received adequate notice and opportunity to be heard throughout the general
adjudication process. Under the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment,
"deprivation of life, liberty, or property by adjudication [must] be preceded by notice and
opportunity for hearing appropriate to the nature of the case." Mullane v. Cent. Hanover

Bank & Trust Co., 339 U.S. 306, 313 (1950). In this case, the district court granted the
State Engineer's Motion for Summary Judgment, correctly holding: (a) Mr. Johnson is
not entitled to more due process than the Canal Company has already been given; (b) the
Canal Company was afforded adequate due process; (c) the 2000 Amendment did not
revive Mr. Johnson's right to assert a diligence claim; and (d) laches does not apply
because it was Mr. Johnson's, not the State Engineer's, responsibility to pursue his
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objection. As a result of the district court proceeding, Mr. Johnson was given an
opportunity to be heard concerning his objection to the 2000 Amendment.
A.

Mr. Johnson does not have due process rights independent of the Canal
Company's with respect to the D6916.

The district court correctly held, "Mr. Johnson is the Canal Company's successorin-interest and is asserting a derivative claim to the Company's 53-966. Therefore, he is
not entitled to any more rights than the Company had ... " R. at 1221. Diligence claims
in Utah must be based on use prior to 1903 and cannot include more water than was
already being used prior to 1903. Bishop v. Duck Creek Irr. Co., 241 P .2d at 164
(holding that where predecessor failed to timely file, successor was only allowed to file
based on pre-1903 use). The actions of the original diligence claimant succeed to the
rights of the successor when the predecessor fails to properly participate in the
adjudicative process. See Penta Creeks, 2008 UT 25, ,r,r 17-19 (considering the
predecessor's failure to properly object in determining the validity of successor's interest
in the objection).

Mr. Johnson does not claim a diligence right based on his own use prior to 1903;
rather, his claim to a water right relies on the Canal Company's claim for additional water
under D6916. R. at 102-125. The Canal Company deeded Mr. Johnson a 50 percent
interest in D6916 after filing it with the State Engineer. R. at 1040-1041. The Canal
Company did not object to the Proposed Determination, nor did it raise any due process
concerns with the notice and opportunity to be heard that it was given. R. at 399. The
Canal Company did not object because it was "satisfied," but even if the original
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proposed determination included an error, the Canal Company failed to bring that error to
light within the 90-day objection period. Id. Mr. Johnson is bound by the Canal
Company's choice not to object; he cannot revive the opportunity to be heard that the
~

Canal Company was already given. Because Mr. Johnson does not allege an independent
right or use separate from the Canal Company's before 1903, he is not entitled to more
rights than the Canal Company and is therefore not entitled to more due process than the
Canal Company.

B.

Mr. Johnson's predecessors in interest were afforded sufficient notice
and opportunity to be heard.

The Canal Company received personal notice of the time to file claims, was heard
by the State Engineer (which recognized the full amount of water it requested), and was
given an additional opportunity to be heard during the 90-day objection period. Under
the requirements of due process, "[p]ersonal service [is] always adequate in any type of
~

proceeding." Mullane, 339 U.S. at 313. The general adjudication statute provides for
service of notice such that "[t]here can be no question respecting the sufficiency of notice
to meet the objection of due process oflaw." Eden Irrigation Co., 211 P. at 959.
Specifically, the general adjudication statute provides for the service of notice personally,
by publication, or by registered mail and provides relief for interested parties that file an
affidavit that they have not had personal service. Utah Code§ 73-4-3. After notice is
served, the general adjudication statute provides two opportunities to be heard, first by
filing a water user's claim and second by objecting to the proposed determination. Utah

~

Code § 73-4-5.
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In this case, Mr. Johnson's predecessors received personal notice and responded,
and the State Engineer's Proposed Determination recommended the water right for the
full amount of water claimed. R. at 1019-1028. They were given an opportunity to be
heard again after the Proposed Determination was published and did not object within the
90-day statutory period because they were "satisfied'' with the State Engineer's
recommendation. R. at 399. Because the Canal Company received actual and personal
notice and made a claim that the State Engineer recommended in the Proposed
Determination, there can be no question that the Canal Company was afforded sufficient
due process.

Mr. Johnson's reliance on Provo River Water Users Ass 'n v. Morgan, 857 P.2d
927 (l 993)Error! Bookmark not defined., is misplaced in support of his argument that
he has been denied due process. Unlike in Provo River Water Users, there is not a final
decree on the Utah Lake and Jordan River General Adjudication and Mr. Johnson's
predecessor received clear notice that it must file all claims in 1981. See Appellant's Br.
at 34-39. In Provo River Water Users, the Court was interpreting the scope of the final
decree on the Weber River. 857 P.2d at 928. Because there was a final decree, the court
was determining whether res judicata barred a claim by examining whether the water
users were provided with sufficient notice that they must claim rights in isolated springs.

Id. at 934. Here, the Canal Company knew or should have known that it was required to
assert all of its claims. The Canal Company's president signed a statement of claim
clearly stating that the failure to file a claim within the time provide, by law "will forever
bar and estop you from asserting any right to the use of water from said drainage area."
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R. at 1027. That drainage area is listed on the caption of that statement of claim and is
the name of this case, "In the Matter of the General Determination of Rights to the Use of
All Water, Both Surface and Underground, Within the Drainage Area of the Utah Lake
~

and Jordan River in Utah, Salt Lake, Davis, Juab, Summit, Wasatch, and Sanpete
Counties." Id. The State Engineer provided Mr. Johnson's predecessor with clear notice
that it must submit all claims in 1981 or risk having its claims barred. Because the Canal
Company did not claim the additional water it later claimed in D6916, it is barred from
asserting a claim to additional water now.
C.

The 2000 Amendment gave Mr. Johnson an opportunity to object and
be heard in district court but did not revive any right to assert a new
diligence claim.

The 2000 Amendment did not violate Mr. Johnson's due process because it did not
deprive Mr. Johnson of a protected property right without the opportunity to be heard in
district court. Due process concerns apply only where a person is deprived of life,
liberty, or property without an opportunity to be heard. Mullane, 339 U.S. at 313. The
State Engineer does not have the power to adjudicate the rights of water users, and as a
result, his recommendations are only binding if parties fail to file a timely objection.

Green River Canal Co. v. Thayn, 2003 UT 50 ,r 30. If a party files a timely objection to a
proposed determination, he is afforded due process by way of a district court hearing his
objection. Utah Code § 73~4-11.
The 2000 Amendment did not deprive Mr. Johnson of his right to be heard
[,J,

\(,/jf/

because it did not constitute a final determination of any claimed water rights; the power
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to adjudicate and determine water rights rests with the court. See Green River Canal Co.,
2003 UT 50, ,r 30, 84 P.3d at 1134. Rather, the 2000 Amendment recommended that the
district court disallow D6916 and provided Mr. Johnson with the opportunity to object to
that recommendation. Thus, any due process right that Mr. Johnson had independent of
the Canal Company was afforded to him by way of his opportunity to be heard on the
2000 Amendment in district court.

D.

Laches does not apply because Mr. Johnson had the obligation to
pursue litigation of his Objection.

The district court correctly held that the doctrine of laches does not bar the State
Engineer from continuing to assert the 2000 Amendment in the face of Mr. Johnson's
Objection. Mr. Johnson had "both the opportunity and responsibility to pursue his own
objection," and "he did not demonstrate that he would suffer any injury or prejudice in
his ability to support his objection." R. at 122. Laches requires a defendant to establish
that the plaintiff unreasonably delayed in bringing an action, thereby causing prejudice to
the defendant. Nilson-Newey & Co. v. Utah Res. Int'!., 905 P.2d 312, 314 (Utah Ct. App.
1995); Breuer-Harrison, Inc. v. Combe, 799 P.2d 716, 726 (Utah 1990). In a general
adjudication, the objector has "an obligation and opportunity to litigate its objection," and
the State Engineer is not barred from seeking dismissal of [the objector's] filings. Green

River Canal Co. vs. Olds, 2004 UT 106, ,r 12, n.4, 110 P.3d 666 (holding that because
general adjudication proceedings are highly unusual and the Green River Canal Company
had an obligation to litigate its objection, the State Engineer was not accountable for a
27-year delay). Lachesis an equitable doctrine that protects "the vigilant, not those who
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slumber on their rights." Nilson-Newey & Co., 905 P.2d at 314 (internal quotations
omitted). Mr. Johnson, as the objector, had the responsibility to pursue his own objection
after the State Engineer issued the 2000 Amendment. Laches does not apply here
~

because Mr. Johnson cannot have been prejudiced by any delay when he had the
obligation to push the litigation forward.

IV.

Mr. Johnson is precluded from raising issues not preserved in trial court.
Mr. Johnson is precluded from making general assertions about the State

Engineer's historical practices and past statutory interpretation to this court because he
0;j

did not raise the issue in the district court and the necessary evidentiary support is not
public record. The Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure require appellate briefs to provide
"a statement of the issues presented for review" and a "citation to the record showing that
an issue was preserved in the district court." Utah R. App. P. 24(a)(5) (Utah 2014)
Although the Rules of Appellate Procedure require all evidence to be submitted at the
district court level so that appellate briefing can cite to the record below, a court may take
judicial notice of evidence not admitted earlier in support of a party's argument if that
information is public record. Green River Canal Co., 2003 UT 50, ,I 31 n.8. In this case,
Mr. Johnson may not raise the State Engineer's general historical practices and statutory
interpretations on appeal because (a) the issues were not preserved below; and (b) the
general practices are not public records.
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A.

Mr. Johnson failed to preserve the issue of historical practice and
statutory interpretation by the State Engineer.

~Ir. Johnson did not preserve the arguments that the State Engineer's past
practices for diligence claims are inconsistent with this case. See R. at 1106-1123. Nor

~

did he argue that Utah Code § 73-5-13 is in conflict with the general adjudication statute.

Id. The three part preservation rule requires that parties: "(l) specifically raise the issue,
(2) in a timely manner, and (3) support the claim with evidence and relevant legal
authority." Salt Lake City Corp. v. Jordan River Restoration Network, 2012 UT 84, ,r 26,
299 P .3d 990 (internal quotations omitted). The preservation rule promotes judicial
fairness because it gives the district court an opportunity to address the issue and it
"prevents a party from avoiding an issue at trial for strategic reasons only to raise the
issue on appeal if the strategy fails." Tschaggeny v. Milbank Ins. Co., 2007 UT 37, ,r 20,
63 P.3d 615. "The only exceptions to this general [preservation] rule are instances
involving exceptional circumstances or plain error." Salt Lake City Corp. 2012 UT 84, ,r
27.
Here, Mr. Johnson attempts to introduce a new argument not preserved below
based on the fact that some evidence he might use to support the new argument could be
available as a public record. App. Br. at 2-3. However, availability as a public record
does not meet the three criteria of the preservation rule. The substantive issues regarding
the State Engineer's past practices and the conflicting statutes were not raised in the
district court, and as a result, are not preserved for appeal. Additionally, it would be
unfair to allow two entirely new arguments that the State Engineer did not have an
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opportunity to prepare for or respond to in the district court. Finally, Mr. Johnson has not
~

presented any exceptional circumstance or plain error that would warrant allowing him to
proceed on his arguments. Thus, the issues were not preserved according to the

~

requirements of the Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure and corresponding case law and
this Court should not consider them.
B.

General assertions about the State Engineer's historical practice and
previous statutory interpretation are not public record.

A broad statement of the State Engineer's past practices is not public record.
When a specific fact or set of facts are in a public record that is individually identifiable
and generally accessible, courts may take judicial notice even if a party erroneously fails
to introduce the facts in the evidentiary record at the trial court. Green River Canal Co.,
2003 UT 50, ,r 31 n.8. In the context of the State Engineer's Office, courts have taken
judicial notice of a previously approved application that is at issue in a particular case or
~

comparable to the particular case because it was considered a public record. Id.
(allowing judicial notice of the fact that the State Engineer approved defendant's use of
60, rather than 80 c.f.s. despite defendant failing to introduce the information in district
court); Lehi Irr. Co. v. Jones, 202 P.2d 892, 895 (Utah 1949) (allowing judicial notice of
the State Engineer's past approved applications similar to the application at issue);

~

McGarry v. Thompson, 201 P .2d 288, 291 (Utah 1948) (holding that the records of the
State Engineer's Office are public records, and taking judicial notice of the approval of a
particular application at issue in the case).
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Unlike cases where the court allowed judicial notice of relevant State Engineer
applications, here, Mr. Johnson attempts to introduce a new argument and a new set of
evidence to back his claims. Appellant's App. Br. at 2-3. In the past, courts have
allowed public records that were erroneously omitted when the information in the public
record supported an argument presented in the district court, but they have not opened the
door for an entirely new argument. Further, these cases allowed the court to take notice
of specific applications relating to the particular case because they were public records.
Here, Mr. Johnson attempts to introduce his characterization of the State Engineer's
general practices and past statutory interpretations in support of his new arguments. Id.
Unlike specific past applications, previous statutory interpretation is not readily available
recorded information. If Mr. Johnson seeks to characterize historical practices and
statutory interpretations with respect to diligence claims, he must rely on more evidence
than unidentified past diligence claims received by the State Engineer's Office. The
broader inquiry required to support Mr. Johnson's new argument in this case is not the
same category of information that courts have allowed as public record in the past and
should not be allowed.
Judicial fairness also warrants excluding Mr. Johnson's general assertions about
the State Engineer and his predecessor's historical practices. Even if the necessary
evidence to support Mr. Johnson's claims is considered public record, Mr. Johnson failed
to preserve the substantive issue at trial court. The public records exception pertains to
accidental evidentiary omissions, not omissions of entire substantive arguments that
opposing counsel has not had the opportunity to review. Finally, in this case, Mr.
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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Johnson's new argument rests on broad characterizations of the State Engineer's
practices in general, not of past applications that are concretely identifiable and
obtainable from the State Engineer's records. Thus, Mr. Johnson's new argument and
(rJ;

new evidence were not preserved at trial court and should be excluded.
CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth above, this Court should affirm the district court's Order
Granting Motion for Summary Judgment of Objection Filed by Evan Johnson.

Dated this 21 st day of December, 2016.
SEAN D. REYES, No. 7969
UTAH ATTORNEY GENERAL
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Addendum A
Order Granting Motion for Summary Judgment of Objection Filed by
Evan Johnson, entered by Judge Laura Scott, May 24, 2016.
R. 1218-1223.
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The Order of the Court is stated below:

Dated: May 24, 2016
10:29: 11 AM

~·.;·y.r;·~~>--

/ .-,- ··:.~.-. -.. \

/s/ LAU~

SCOTT.·.:~·,·}

Distrid.Cowt~J~dgc /
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ORDER PREPARED BY:

SARA.HM. SHECHTER, No. 15357
BENJAMIN J. JENSEN, No. 14216
MICHAEL M. QUEALY, No. 2667
Assistant Attorneys General
SEAN D. REYES, No. 7969
UTAH AITORNEY GENERAL
Attorneys for the State Engineer
I 594 West North Temple, Suite 300
Salt Lake City, Utah 84116
Telephone: (801) 538-7227
sshechter@utah.gov
bjensen@utah.gov
mquealy@utah.gov
Attorneys for the Utah State Engineer
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
~

ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR
IN THE MA TIER OF THE GENERAL
SUMMARY JUDGMENT OF
DETERMINATION OF ALL THE RIGHTS
TO THE USE OF WATER, BOTH SURFACE OBJECTION FILED BY EVAN JOHNSON

AND UNDERGROUND, WITHIN THE
DRAINAGE AREA OF THE UTAH LAKE
AND JORDAN RIVER IN UTAH, SALT
LAKE, DA VIS, SUMMIT, WASATCH,
SANPETE, AND JUAB COUNTIES, IN
UTAH.
JUAB-GOSHEN VALLEY DIVISION,
GOSHEN VALLEY SUBDIVISION
AREA 53, BOOK 1

Judge Laura Scott
Civil No. 360057298 (53-1)

This matter comes before the Court on the Motion for Summary Judgment of Objection Filed by
Evan Johnson, which was filed by the Utah State Engineer ("State Engineer"). Provo River Water

(:i

May 24, 2016 10:29 AM
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Users Association ("PR WUA''), the Metropolitan Water District of Salt Lake and Sandy
("MWDSLS") acting on its own behalf and as attorney-in-fact for the Utah Lake Distributing
Company ("ULDC"), and Central Utah Water Conservancy District ("CUWCD") filed Joinders in
the Motion, and the United States Bureau of Reclamation ("Reclamation") filed a Response
supporting the Motion. Evan Johnson filed a Memorandum in Opposition to the Motion, to which
the State Engineer and CUWCD filed Replies. PRWUA, MWDSLS, and ULDC joined in the
Replies.
The Court held a hearing on the Motion on May 11, 2016, at which the following parties appeared:
1. The State Engineer, represented by counsel Sarah Shechter, Esq. and Benjamin Jensen, Esq.

2. Evan Johnson, represented by Cole Cannon, Esq.
3. The United States, represented by counsel Joseph Mathews, Esq.
4. Central Utah Water Conservancy District, represented by counsel Edwin Barnes, Esq.
5. Provo River Water Users Association, the Metropolitan Water District of Salt Lake &
Sandy, and Utah Lake Distributing Company, represented by counsel Scott Martin, Esq.
Having reviewed the briefing and listened to the arguments presented at the hearing, the Court
hereby finds and orders as follows:
I. The facts presented to the Court are undisputed. East Warm Creek Irrigation and Canal

Company (the "Company") filed Water User's Claim 53-966 in 1981. The State Engineer
published the Proposed Determination for the Goshen Valley Subdivision (Area 53, Book I)
on May 15, 1985 (hereinafter "Proposed Determination"). No party, including the Company
and Mr. Johnson, filed an objection to the Proposed Determination based on WUC 53-966.
On January 13, 1999, the Company filed Diligence Claim D6916, which was given water
right number 53-1433. The Company then deeded a 50 percent divided interest in D6916 to
Mr. Johnson. The State Engineer published an Amendment to the Proposed Determination

May 24, 2016 10:29 AM
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on October 17, 2000 ("2000 Amendment"), recommending that Water Right No. 53-1433
(Diligence Claim D6916) should be disallowed. On October 20, 2000, Mr. Johnson filed his

<.ti

objection to the 2000 Amendment.
2. The Court finds that D6916 was barred by the general adjudication statutes because the
Company did not file it within 90 days of receiving notice as required by Utah Code§ 73-43(8)(c). Any person who fails to file a water users claim with the State Engineer or clerk of
the court within 90 days of receiving notice "shall be forever barred and estopped from
subsequently asserting any rights, and shall be held to have forfeited all rights to the use of
the water theretofore claimed by him." Utah Code§ 73-4-9. The Court finds that D6916 was
untimely and that the water right had already been addressed in the original Proposed
Determination. With D6916, the Company was seeking an expansion of the water rights
claimed in WUC 53-966, and the Court holds that if the Company wanted to claim the
additional water and acreage later claimed in D6916, it should have filed a water user's
claim for it in 1981 when it received notice from the State Engineer. Allowing a water user
who received notice of the time to file claims in a general adjudication to file a diligence
claim well outside the statutory time limit of 90 days would thwart the purpose of general
adjudications. Accordingly, the Company was "forever barred and estopped" from asserting
D6916, the Company forfeited the claim asserted in D6916, and the 2000 Amendment
properly disallowed it.
3. The Court also finds that the 2000 Amendment did not revive Mr. Johnson's right to assert a
claim for additional water in the Goshen Valley adjudication or to challenge the original
Proposed Determination. The only way to challenge the State Engineer's recommendations
in a proposed determination is by filing a timely objection (within 90 days of receiving

~
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notice) pursuant to Utah Code § 73-4-11. The time to file an objection to the original
Proposed Determination passed in 1985. Neither the Company nor Mr. Johnson filed a
timely objection to the Proposed Determination. The State Engineer filed the 2000
Amendment as a housekeeping measure to clean up the unresolved issues raised by diligence
claim D6916. Though Mr. Johnson had the right to object to the recommendations in the
2000 Amendment that D6196 should be disallowed, he cannot rely on the 2000 Amendment
to revive any right to assert a claim for water in the general adjudication or object to the
State Engineer's recommendations in the original Proposed Determination.
4. The Court further finds that the Company and Mr. Johnson were afforded the process due to
them by the general adjudication statutes. The Company was afforded sufficient due process
in connection with the original Proposed Determination in the 1980s, when it filed its claim
in 1981 and when it had the opportunity but elected not to file an objection in 1985. Mr.
Johnson is the Company's successor-in-interest and is asserting a derivative claim to the
Company's 53-966. Therefore, he is not entitled to any more rights than the Company had,
and thus is bound by the timeframes for filing a water user's claim and an objection that
apply to the Company. In addition, the Court is not persuaded by Mr. Johnson's argument
that laches should apply to bar the State Engineer from continuing to assert its 2000
Amendment and oppose Mr. Johnson's objection. Not only did Mr. Johnson have both the
opportunity and responsibility to pursue his own objection, he did not demonstrate that he
would suffer any injury or prejudice in his ability to support his objection.

5. Finally, the Court notes that Mr. Johnson has not requested an extension of time to file an
~

objection to the original Proposed Determination pursuant to Utah Code § 73-4-10.
For the foregoing reasons, the Court GRANTS the State Engineer's Motion for Summary Judgment

May 24, 2016 10:29 AM
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of the Objection Filed by Evan Johnson, DISMISSES Mr. Johnson's Objection, and AFFIRMS the
Amendment to the Proposed Determination filed October 17, 2000. This constitutes a final order on
Mr. Johnson's Objection pursuant to Utah Rule of Civil Procedure 54(b).

---END OF ORDER--The Court's electronic signature and seal will appear at the top of the document indicating the date
and time the court signed and executed the Order.

Approved as to Form via email:
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Sarah M. Shechter, Esq.
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Utah Attorney General's Office
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Salt Lake City, Utah 84116
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Addendum B
1. Statement of Water User's Claim, East Warm Creek Irrigation and
Canal Company, dated September 3, 1981 (WUC 53-966).
R. 1027-1028.
2. Relevant Portions of the Proposed Determination for the Goshen
Valley Subdivision (53-1), dated May 1, 1985. R. 1019-1026.
3. Diligence Claim D6916, dated January 13, 1999. R. 1034-1039.
4. Amendment to the Proposed Determination of Water Rights, Area
53-1, Goshen Valley Subdivision, dated October 17, 2000.
R. 98-101.
5. Objection to the Proposed Determination of Water Rights, filed by
Evan Johnson, dated October 20, 2000. R. I 02-104.
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(b) JJo you gee .,a,cr under a dicch 01waed b)' uvcnl uteta .. -······················· If IClo aive name, of all uacr, aad
divi1ioa1 of ia11rnt .................................................................................................................................................... .

""'"'r u

~

tattle

9, Whert
"led f~·S&Ul:li.~uiaa:
250
(a) Nwnbcr of ach JunJ ol 110C'k waccted ................................................................................................................. .
(b) AU toUrcet of wacer foe ll&Gle 1CO(L (l.).e,cribe by .can,c or cLtim awnbcr) ........................................................... .

10. Where water it 11.cd for Dome11ic: ............................... .

(a) Number of familia or their equivalent ...................... ·-································· All IOUrttl ol water f«M wne UH.
(Dcxribc by name CK' claim number) ............................................................................................................ ·-·········

ijg{l&T

SCANNED
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@
ll. Where waccr i, uacd for Municipal Purp01ca:
(a) Name of ci1y or town supplied •....•....•.......••...•.•....••..........•...............•..•..•....•....•. Pnpul11ioo ............................ Number of familie, ..•....•........ .•.••. ..... ..• ...... ... ... . .. ......... .•..••.. .....•... .. .•.•...•. Qu1t1ticy of .,acer •..•..•...............•.....•.....•.••
12. Where water i• used f~ a purpoac noc above cnumeraird:
(1) Nature of Use ···································································-············ .. E.xcent of Uac ......................................... .

@

-

........................................................................ · ................................................................................................................................................................................. ............................. _................

_.

__ . __ _

13. Appropriation for Storage Purpoats:
(a) Name of reservoir ................................................... _ .......................................................................................... .
(b) Location of rc,crvoir by legal subdivisiom ducribed by .fO-acre cracu ................................................................. .

(c) Max.imum capacity of reservoir ia auc fee, .............................. : Yar coasrruccioa commasccd ···········-·-············
Completed
Wacu fim wed .......................... Is rncrvoir loaced oa or off ttrram•• ...__ ......... .
(d) Period of Storage from ....•••.....•........•.. co •.................•.•.•• (boch daca iacl). Period ol UJe ftoo:a ···-···············
co...~ ...•..•.•...•....... (boda daca incl.). MaKimum uu iD acrca inuodaced ........................ .Hu. ~pda io fccc. .............. .
Avuage depth ia fecc. .••..•.•.•.••.••...•.•. la rncn-oir dnincd each 7car.................... Nuimua1 number of fillings P«
year.................... la rncrvoir uled for cqu&Jizfog purposes............................ If feedu canal i. used, sin ma•imum
arryins apadcy ia ICC. fc. ........................... - •••••••
14. Divcrtu1g Worka:
(a) Scufacc wa,er diverting dam: Material composed of ....... - .................................................................................... .
Max. lengch................................ Mas. bciglu ..............................Ma.x.. widcb ac bocrom............. .............. Mu. wid&h
at cop............................- ••
(b) Underground water diYcrdag works: b .,cU flo•ins or pump .......................... Depth of well..·-···---Diameter ol wdl_ _ _._........ Length of draia .................. Width of drain .................. Dcpdi of dr&ia..................
Diameter of drain.,.. ............. Leagtb of CWUlcl ................ Widda of cuanel. .................... Hci,:bc of Na.net. •••••.•••••••••••••
Type ol pump........................ Capaciq of pump............................
(c) Sutface Md widcrgi:o1111d water cooYcyiag works: Lcagcb of ditch co fint place of uM........................ Widrb ol

·······-···················=

ditch at cop ···········-····--········· Widch of ditcb at boc,om ........................ Depth of water.................- ....• Grade of
ditch per 1000 IL............... •• ltbtcd&l chrougb which diccb. J:IIIKS........................................ Muimwn lcagib of
pipe line ro first place ol u,c............... ....... .... ...... Diameter of pipe line ................................ Grade of pipe liac per
1000 fee._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
IS. The uadcrsiJDed hereby mcct1 bis appeanncc and waiw, scrvicc of
STATE OF

1.mm

V tf f ~
O'f.L2L~......

r-l:.. . . . . ..

IWIWOIU

or odacr proccu.

SS. (To be med if claimant ia an iadMdual)
COUNTY
.................................·------···-·····-- beinJ Ii.rat duly Pt'om, upon oath dcpotc1 aad uy1 mas he is the cbim,uu
,,.-hose name appan hereon, diat he hu read che forcgoinJ ,i:accmcnc ol hi• claim and bow, me contenu cbenof. chac
he has signed the aamc. md chat the answera MC fon.h thcreia are ttuc to bu bcsc kaowlcdge and belief.

LaVONA ROBERTS
Notary Pubtfc Residing In
Saft Lake City, Utah
0

coru~.!t'PJtff t MII
STAT£ Of UTAH

---0 . /JJ

COUNTY Of

1

· .... F-t'.t: . ...,.."··--/k--t.i.c...........&..,,., ........................
me

mi, ....... ~.......... day of .X,JO~-e:J:..C,,.:n~~...-:::

~~

I

SS. (To be utcd ii claimer ia a corponcion or aa emte)

~.a!::{.(l::t,. ....

··········--································· .. ·········--·........ being fusr duly swam. upon oath deposes aad uy1 lhac he ii the............... .
............. .........................•-················•···--·· of the above daiawu, chac he GWLa cbia ccnifkaciO&'I oa bchall of said
claimant, chac he ha1 read the foregoiog 11.atcment of claim and know, chc conce.ata thereof, and due he ha1 alpcd she name
o( .said claimant to uid 11a1emcor. shat the aa1wert sec forch thaein are «nae to his bat knowledge and belief•

....................-----···········-··················-----Sub,cribcd aad awora co before me tbi• ........................ day of··---------···-··--··· 19.•.•........

NOTARY PtJBUC
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OFTHESTATEOFUTAHINANDFOR
SALT LAKE COUNTY
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PROPOSED DETERMINATION OF WATER RIGHTS IN
UTAH LAKE AND JORDAN RIVER DRAINAGE AREA
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EXHIBIT 1

IN THB DISTRICT OJURT OP THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT, IN AtID FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

********
IN THE MATrER
OF THE RIGHTS
BOTH SURFACE
DRAINAGE AREA
IN UTAH, SALT

OF THE G'ENERAL DETERMINATION
TO THE USE OF ALL THE \~ATER,
AND UNDERGROUND, WITHIN WE
OF UTAH LAKE AND JORDAN RIVER
LAKE, DAVIS, SUMMIT, WASATOi,

SANPETE AND JUAB COUNTIES IN UTAH

********
NJ'i'ICB TO ALL HATER USERS \UTHIN THE A.BOW-DESCRIBED DRAINAGE AREA:
Attached hereto is your COP'J of the Proposed Determination of Water Rights in the Utah Lake and Jordan
Hiver Drainage Area, Juab-Goshen Valley Division, Goshen Valley Subdivision (Area Code 53, Book 1) as prepared
by the state of Utah Di vision of Water Rights in the above-entitled cause. This Proposed Detennination will
be on file at all time with the Clerk of this Court in Salt Lake City, Utah anu additional copies thereof may
be obtained from the State of Utah, Division of Water Rights, in Salt Lake City, Utah upon payment of the
actual cost of printing.
Pursuant to Section 73-4-11, u.c.A., 1953, are you hereby notified that any claimant
said Proposed Determination must file with the Clerk of the above-entitled Court a written
duly verified on oath within ninety (90) days from and after the date of service
Determination upon you. A copy of said Protest should also be filed with the State of Utah,
Rights.

dissatisfied with
objection thereto
of this Proposed
Division of Water

Dated this_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _day of_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , 19_ _ __
Dall in \I. Jensen

Michael H. Quealy
Assistants Attorney General
Attorneys for State Engineer

Rouert L. t1organ-, st."at
Division of Water Rights
1636 West North Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah 84116
i

d
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IN THB DIS'fRICr COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DIST"1ucr, IN AND FOR SAL'r LAKE COUNTY

STATE OF UTAH

******
IN

•r~

.MATTER OF THI:.: GENERAL

THE RIGHT::i
SURFACE

'IO

DETERMINATION OF)

THE USE OF ALL THE WATER, BOTH)

ANO UNDERGROUND, HITHIN THE DRAINAGE)

AREA OF UTAH LAKE AND JORDAN RIVr::R IN U'fAH,
SALT LAKr:,

rum JUAd

DAVIS, SUMMIT, ~IASATCH, SANPETE

COUNTIES IN UTAH.

PROPOSED DETERMINATION OF WATER
RIGHTS BY THE S'.rATE ENGINEER
JUAB - GOSHEN VALLEY DIVISION

)

GOSHEN VALLEY SUi3DIVISION

)

BOOK 1 AREA CODE 53

}

Lake, Davis, swnmit, Wasatch, sanpete and Juab
Counties. Said order clarified this enlargement
and ordered that the tit]e of this action be
amended to read, "In the matter of the General
Determination of the Rights to the Use of all the
water, both surface and underground, within the
drainage area of Utah Lake and Jordan River in
Utah, salt Lake, Davis, SUlTD'!lit, Wasatch, Sanpete
and Juab Counties in Utah".

Robert L. Morgan, state Engineer of the State
of utah, respectfully represents to this Court as
follows:
1.
That the area corrpns1ng this general
determination proceediny includes all the water
sources, both surface and underground, within the
Utah Lake and Jordan River Drainage area in Utah,
Salt Lake, Davis, Summit, Wasatch, Sanpete and
Juab Counties.

3.
The
proposed
determination
herewith
submitted is the Juab-Goshen Valley Division,
Goshen Valley Subdivision, Book l
of said
drainage area and encompasses that portion of the
drainage in Utah and Juab counties below the Hona
Reservoir.

2.
That on the 1st <.Jay of September 1944,
the Court ordered the State C:nyineer to make a
determination anc.J adjudication of all rights to
the use of water of Utah Lake and of Jordan Hiver
in Utah County.
That on the 21st day · of June
1972, the Court issued an order, enlarging the
drainaye area to include the riyhts of claimants
to the uoe of water, both surface and underJruL.:11J, ..tithiu the draiuaye area of Utah Lake and
,Jordan aiver and its tributaries in Utah, salt

4.
That the State Engine€•r has followed the
provisions and requirements of Chapter 4 of Title
73, Utah Code Annotated, 1953, in the preparation
of this proposed determination of water rights;

ii

:,

~
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@

that the State Engineer has examined the Court
Decrees relatin~ to said water rights and
searched the files of his office for evidence of
water rights in this area aml has considered the
water user's claims filed herein; and has
cornpleted his hydrographic surveys and is now
prepared to make and does herewith submit to the
Honorable Court this Proposed Determination of
all the riyhts to the use of water, both surface
and underground within the drainage area of
Goshen Valley Subdivision, of the Juab-Goshen
Valley Division, of the Utah Lake and Jordan
River Drainage area in Utah ancl Juab counties.
This area will be known on the records of the
State of Utah, Department of Natural Resources,
Division of Water Rights as Area Code 53 Book 1.

application filed in the office of the State
Engineer, which rights may be either pending or
perfected. In the latter instance, the right is
represented
by
either
a
certificate
of
appropriation issued by the State Engineer or a
signed Water User I s Claim, the culminating step
in an election process.
The details of such
rights are included in this proposed determination.
Pending
applications
are
si.Itply
permits to put the water to beneficial use within
a specified time or an extension thereof.
In
some special instances, the water user has
claimed and has substantiated a right based upon
an adverse use and the details of such rights are
also included herein for comfirmation by the
Court.

s. In
recormnending
this
Proposed
Determination of Water Rights to the Court, the
State Engineer has adhered to the principle of
water appropriation as set forth
by the
<..'Onstitution and statutes of Utah and the
decisions of the Suprerne Court of Utah wherein it
is declared that beneficial use shall be the
basis, the measure and the limit of the right to
the use of water.

7.
The
State
Engineer,
or
his
duly
appointed Water Commissioner,
may
authorize
temporary changes, when conditions merit such
changes, without notice or upon such notice and
upon such conditions as the State Engineer shall
determine, and upon such condition that the
variance shall not establish any right against
storage or any other beneficial use both present
and future.
Such headgates, diversion and
measuring devices must be installed as deemed
necessary L,y the State Engineer, and such
maintenance of the natural channel and diversion
canals should be effected as directed by the
State Engineer.

6.
~"hat diligence rights from surface water
sources are those which were initiated by
L>enef icial use prior to 1903, and were obtained
and establishecl thereafter in accord with the
intent of the appropriator and the laws of the
State of Utah then existent, that diligence
rights from underground sources are those which
were initiated and fully attained by beneficial
use prior to March 22, 1935. All other rights to
the use of water must have been initiated by an

8.
In the instance of irrigation, the field
headgate requirement of the land has been
considered to be 4.0 acre-feet per acre per
calendar year, regardless of the source of
supply. Annual rainfall is about 13.4 inches of

iii
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water to the natural source is both contemplated
and required.

which nearly 4. 8 inches comes during the
frost-free
period.
Consumptive
use
or
evapotranspiration from the land and crops is
considered to be a total of 2. 5 acre-feet, per
growing season of which precipitation furnishes
0.4
acre-feet
giving,
a
net
conswnptive
requirement of 2.1 acre-feet per acre.
~'he
balance of 1. 9 acre-feet per acre reflects the
application losses that are considered reasonabl~
for this area at this time. The allowance for
application
losses
varies
dependiny
upon
economics ancl the development of the area.
conveyance losses vary with lengths of canals and
ditches and with soils. It is recommended that
the court reserve the riyht to change this
allowance for application losses in the interest
of full development of the area. Allowances for
transmission losses for canals in excess of one
mile in length are not included in this proposed
d~tem\ination, but are under consideration and
investigation by the office of the Division of
~later Riyhts and will hereafter be the subject of
;l supplemental report to this Court.

10. For domestic or household use, a water
allowance of .45 arce-feet per year, (401.76
gallons per <.lay) for each family has been made.
11. The irrigation period of use from April
1 to Octob~r 31 as set forth herein for the
diligence rights is determined to be adequate
during most years. However, the State Engineer
recognizes that there are years when water has
been and can be beneficially used for irrigation
purposes prior to April 1 and/or subsequent to
October 31 and during those years the water users
owning such diligence rights shall be entitled ~o
divert water prior to April 1 and/or subsequent
to October 31 only when they can beneficially use
the same for irrigation purposes.
12. This proposed determination is intended
to cover all existing rights and those pending
applications initiated in the office of the
Di vision of Water Rights within the area
hereinbefore
particularly
described.
Any
contemplated appropriations of water by existing
applications filed in the Division of Water
Rights are subject to inclusion in a final decree
conditional upon compliance with the terms of the
a~plication
and
upon
compliance
with
the
provisions of the laws of the State of Utah
relating thereto and upon proof of appropriation
being made to the State Engineer, or a water
user's claim filed in lieu thereof. At the end
cf the period as hereinafter mentioned, the
status of said applications shall be reported by
the State Engineer to the Court for inclusion in

9.
In determining the amount of water
required for stockwatering purposes, all stock
have been converted to "E:qui valent Livestock
Units 11 • One eyuivalent livestock unit is equal
to l horse or cow; or 5 sh~p, goats or swine; or
33 chickens, turk~ys, other fowl or small
animals.
Once the conversion
is made, the
equivalent livestock unit is rounded up to the
nearest whole nuzilber. 'rhe acre-foot award is
then computed on the ~asis of 25 gallons per day
tJcr eyuivalent livestock unit. Hherever an award
nas been 1.ia<.Je for winter stockwaterin<J on other
thar1 a ndtural source, a return of any unconsum~d

iv
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County Recorder to the state Engineer for
filing.
Prior
to
their
issuance
of
a
certificate, applications to appropriate may be
transferred
by written
assignment,
Section
73-3-18, Utah Code Annotated, 1953.

such su}:Jplemental report or decree as the Court

may determine and order.
13. It is recommended that rights to the use
of water within the area included in this
proposed determination be decreed to the various
parties as set forth herein.
It is further
recomrnended that the court require the State
Engineer, at periodic intervals, to report to the
Court, any adjustments, including changes in
ownership, action taken on pending applications,
and such other matters as time may indicate to
the court to be just and proper for inclusion in
a supplemental order or decree.

15. In all matters whatsoever pertaining to
this Proposed Determination of Water Rights, the
services, assistance and advice of the office of
the Division of Water Rights are and shall be
available to the Court.
Dated~~

~«~~

/?45

14.

Section 73-1-10, Utah Code Annotated,
1953, provides that perfected water rights shall
be transferred by deed in sUbstantially the same
manner as real estate, except when they are
represented by shares of stock in a corporation,
and shall l.>e recorded in the County Recorder I s
office and a certified copy transmitted by the

State Engineer
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Page 37
CLAIMS USED FOR PURPOSE DESCRIBED: 111

················································-···············································································---·
###STOCKWATERING: 50 Equivalent Livestock Units
PERIOD OF USE: 01/01 TO 12/31
Annual water allowed 1.40 acre-feet.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
WUC: 53·966

INT: 100%

NAME: East Warm Creek Irrigation and Canal Company

POINT OF DIVERSION (SUR):

SOURCE: Warm Springs

PRIORITY: 1899

TYPE OF RIGHT: Diligence

FLCN: 4.96 cfs

(1) N 2010 ft. W 1040 ft. from S1/4 Cor, Sec

HAP: 81

8, T 10S, R 1E, SLBM

··········--·-·----··························------------·-····------------CLAIMS USED FOR PURPOSE DESCRIBED: 966, and Strawberry Highline Canal Shares

······························································································································
. -····
Section
*··•NORTH EAST QUARTER··*···NORTH WEST QUARTER··*···SOUTH UEST QUARTER··*···SOUTH EAST QUARTER··•
###IRRIGATION
Sec
Sec
Sec
Sec
Sec

29 T 9S R 1E
30 T 9S R 1E
31 T 9S R 1E
32 T 9S R 1E
OST 10S R 1E
or a Total

• NE NY
SLBH •
SLBM *
SLBM *40.00:
SLBM *
SLBM *
of 407.50 acres.

SW

SE•

NE

NW

SW

SE•

•
*

*

NE

NW

SW

SE*

*

NE

*

:37.00:

•

NW

SW

SE*

•
:38.60*

:40.00*
•
:
:
*
PERIOD OF USE: 04/01 TO 10/31

*40.10:
:38.80*
*
*
:24.00:15.70:
*
:12.50:21.10:
•
* 0.40:21.00: 6.80:14.60•27.60:
:29.30*

Totals
37.00
38.60
158.90
73.30
99.70

Diversion ony, each, or all claims; total yearly diversion under all clai~s mentioned 1630.00 acre·feet •

. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . ... . .. . . .. . . . . ... . . . . . .. . . -. PERIOD Of USE: 01/01 TO 12/31

###STOCKWATERING: 250 Equivalent Livestock Units

Diversion any, each, or all claims: total yearly diversion under ell cla;~s mentioned 7.01 ucre·feet.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
WUC: 53·196

INT: 100~

NAME: Warm Springs Irrigation and Power Company

PRIORITY: 04/1879

TYPE Of RIGHT: D602

POINT
Of DIVERSION (SUR):
(1) N 900 _ ft. E 1450 ft. from SW
...........................
______________

Car, Sec

FLOW: 9.65 cfs

SOURCE: Warm Springs

MAP: 81

8, T 10S, R 1E, SLBH

Group No. 1
CLAIMS USED FOR PURPOSE DESCRIBED: 196

.....................................
###IRRIGATION

Sec 26 T 9S
Sec 35 T 9S
Sec 36 T 9S
Sec: 7 T 10S
Sec 8 T 10S
Sec 17 T 10S
Sec 18 T 10S
Sec 1 T 10S
Sec 2 T 10S
Sec 12 T 10S

R 1W
R 1W
R 1W
R 1E
R 1E
R 1E
R 1E
R 1W
R 1W
R 1W
or a Total

*···NORTH EAST 0UARTER•••···NORTH WEST QUARTER··*··-SOUTH WEST QUARTER··*···SOUTH EAST QUARTER··*
* NE
NW
SW
SE* NE
NY
SW
SE• NE
NW
SW
SE* NE
NW
S~
SE*
SLBH *
:
•
•
*
:
: 6.20: 0.20*
SLBM •17.30:25.70:38.10:36.10•
:
*
:
•40.00:34,40:16.10:39.60*
SLBH •
:
*
•
:32.70:40.00: 1.S2*
:
:13.00: 4.oo•
SLBM *
*
*22.40:
:30.00:40.00*40.00:35,60:40.00:40.00*
SLBM •
*
:
:
•
:20.00:40.00: 3.00*
:
*
SLBH •
:
:
* 8.10:40.00:25.60: 2.00*
*
:
*
SLBH *40.00:40.00:30.30:31.30*40.00:36.30: 6.20:25.SO•
:
:
:
•
*
SLBM *19.50:40.00:17.70: 2.80*31.80:38.20:35.70:35.00* 7.00:11.60: 4.30:36.40*
•
SLBM •37.70:
:12.90".
:
:
•
:
:
* 0.60:
:
*
SLBH •
: 0.60: 7.00:
*21.00: 2.10:
:19.10•28.60: 4.70:
:25.30*
:13.80:
*
of 1436.62 acres.
PERIOD Of use: 04/01 TO 10/31

Section
Totals
8.40
24 7 .30
91.22

248.00
63.00
75.70
249.60
280.00
51.20
122.20

Annual water ollowed 4096.06 acre-feet.

::,
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EXHIBIT 1

~

FILING FOR WATER :.N THE
RECEIVED
STATE OF UTAH
JAN 1 J 1999

h~

Rec. by

Ji

fl?·

fee Reef• .3 .:l 5
Receipt 11

()0

·

1'[. OIJI t/() _

DILIGENCE CLAIM

'NATER RIGHTS
SALT~

This form is used in accordance with Utah Code Annotated, Section 73-5-13
(1989) to document water rights established prior to the enactment of the
1903 and 1935 statutes requiring that applications to appropriate be filed
with the State Engineer.
The information on this claim must describe the
origina l use of water whe n the right was first established .

==============================================================-====-----=- *WATER RIGHT

NO , lf.J,.

-

Jl/5,,5

* DILIGENCE CLAIM

*FI LING DATE_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

NO.~D~h~-~9'.~li~6'"------

•MAP DRAWER _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Check here if the current use of the water differs from the historic use
in any respect . If there is a difference, a change application may be
required.
1.

CLAIMANT INFORMATION

Name East Warm Creek Irrigation and Canal Company
Address 36 South 600 West
City Genola
Sta te_---=U-=---T_ _ __

Zip Code 84655

PERSON WHO FIRST PUT WATER TO BENEFICIAL USE East Warm Creele Irrigc:,tion and
3.

Canal Company
prior to 1900
Groundwater prior to 3/22/1935 .

DATE WHEN WATER WAS FIRST PUT TO BENEFICIAL USE

surface water prior to 3/12 / 1903.
4.

QUANTITY OF WATER:

s.

SOURCE_ _
Wa_rm
__S~p~r_i_n~g~s_ __ _ __

6,

POINT(S) OF DIVERSION WHERE WATER WAS FIRST DIVERTED FOR BENEFICIAL USE

cfs and/or

By lega l survey ties:
RlE, SLB&M

North 2010 ft.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -· ---

&

acre-feet

258.4

West 1040 ft. from

s~ Cor, sec .8, TlOS,

-·

Original diverting works (See- instructions.): The company owns two ponds
that are fed bv the sorina. A concrete-lined cana1 delivers the water to the irrigated lands.
7.

POINTS OF REDIVERSION

Source where water was originally red ive rted
Point(s) by legal survey ties: _ __ ____________________
original rediverting works {See instructions.): _________ _ __ _
- - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - .

·· - - ·

--·-- ·--

-··

[---- ,These items are to be completed by the Division of Water Rights.

~~,~:--::-.
.......,. •"1- . •

.

-------.

- -

-----

- ----------
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a.

POINT(S) OF RETURN
Amount of water originally consumed: _ _ _ cfs and/or _ _ _ _ acre-feet
Amount of water originally returned: _ _ _ _ cfs and/or _ _ _ _ acre-feet
Point water was originally returned to natural source (by legal tie(s)):
Ground water

9.

STORAGE
Reservoir Name (where originally stored): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date when water was first stored:
Times during the year when water was diverted to storage (as originally
developed): From _____________ To
Volume: _ _ _ _acre-feet. Dam height: ___ ft. Surface area: _ _ _ acres.
Legal description by 40-acre tracts: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

-

l

----------------------,..-

~

10.

PURPOSE AND EXTENT OF USE
Describe the extent and months of the year of original water use.
IRRIGATION: 64.6
acres. Sole supply of _ _6_4_._6_ _ _ _ _ acres.
Period of use from
April l
to
October 31
STOCKWATERING {number and kind):
Period of use from
to
DOMESTIC:
families and/or
persons.
- -of
- -use
- -from
---Period
to
MUNICIPAL (name of service area) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Period of use from
to
MINING:
Mining District in the
Mine.
Type of ores m i n e d : - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Period of use from
to
POWER: Type:
Plant Name:
Period of use from
to
OTHER: Type:
Period of use from
to

-----------

---------

11.

PLACE OF USE
Legal description of the original place of use by 40-acre tract{s):
3.9 acres in NW\ sw\ Sec. 32 T9S, 14.0 acres in NW\ NWj, 23.2 acres in SW~ NW~,
6.5 acres in NW\ SW~, 6.1 acres in SW~ SW\ Sec. 5, 10.9 acres in NE~ NE~ Sec. 6

TlOS RlE SLB&M

12.

EXPLANATORY REMARKS
Information to more clearly define the full pupose of this diligence
claim (Use additional pages of the same size if necessary.):
See attachment

-- ··-·- -----E1we~x....H.....IB~1~y--1141:---Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.

WATER RIGHT NO ..

·r· CERTIFICATE

--------

OF CLAIMANT

The claimant acknowledges the accuracy of the information contained herein
and the attached documentation.
STATE OF UTAH
Utah
COUNTY OF

-------

ss

I ~ , being duly sworn, do hereby certify that I/'JIIC. am/are the claimant(s),
or agent(s) of the claimant{s), to a right to the use of water as set forth
in the foregoing st e ent of facts.
X

~

t/J0~4'L-

Signature of Claimant
Marvin _oberg--Chairman Ea t Warm Cree~ Irr~~...~tion and Canal Company
Subscribed and sworn to before me this

, ., .

Clt&,;tl"c}

day of

, f;Cr1

(sea
Notary Publ'
CERTIFICATE OF ENGINEER

·T

STATE OF UTAH
Utah
COUNTY OF

------

ss

I,
Richard M. Noble
, being duly sworn, certify that I was
employed to prepare the maps associated with this diligence claim; that the
maps were prepared from field notes of a survey made by me between the days
of
January
_5_,
1999
and January
_5_,
1999 ; that these maps,
labeled as Sheet Nos.
1
to N/A
inclusive, when combined with the
written claim fully describe the method and extent of beneficial use of the
water when it was first put to use, and that each and all of the items
contained herein are true to the best of my knowledge.

.~,r,....,.c-"i/l~==r=d~M;;..;..-:-=-No=b=l~e~-~~- _ _ __
(printed name)

License No .

6 South 100 West

84003

American Fork, OT

{printed address)

168241

Signature of Engine'er

1111.

Ci

BEVERLYS.OUNN
Nota,y~
Scledutah

'-COmmlllb,&p,8aNov.13.2aX>
3'1W. 16CJS..Olan.Uf a.ma

. y Public

EXHIBIT 4
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12. EXPLANATORY REMARKS
The owner for this diligence claim is the same as the original diligence claim. Therefore,
no documentation is needed to show that the land belongs to a successor in interest to
the person who originally put the water to use.
The original diligence claim allowed for a flow of 4.96 cfs for 214 days which equals
2105.3 acre-feet of water. Of this amount, 7 acre-feet was used for stock watering,
leaving 2093.3 acre-feet. After allowing a conveyance loss of 10 percent, the remaining
amount of water is 1888.5 acre-feet. With a duty of 4 acre-feet/acre, this would allow
for 472.1 acres of irrigated land. The original claim only accounted for 407.S acres and
the company wants to apply for the 64.6 acres that were left off and have always been
used by the irrigation company. The map shows where the canal runs and what lands
are irrigated by the canal. The following table describes the additional irrigation lands
being applied for under this claim.
Location

NW ¼, SW¼, Sec. 32, T 9S, R lE
NW¼, NW¼, Sec. S, T 10S, R IE
SW¼. NW¼, Sec. 5, T 10S, R lE
NW¼, SW¼, Sec. 5, T lOS, R IE
SW¼, SW¼, Sec. 5, T 10S, R IE
NE ¼, NE ¼, Sec. 6, T 10S, R lE

Original Claim

12.5
21.0
6.8

Actual

This Claim

16.4
35.0
30.0

3.9
14.0
23.2

6.5

0
0

6.1

6.5
6.1

0

10.9

10.9

Total acreage in this claim= 64.6 acres

~

Franson-Noble & Associates, Inc.
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28

29

30

31

32

33

6

5

4

UJ

T9S
T10S

LEGEND
- - Irrigation canal
f:?f@ Lands irrigated by canal water
mmn Irrigated land in t~is
~
Diligence Claim

N

/

8
9

Ponds / .,.,.,,-- Point of Diversion
Scale: 1• = 2000'

Irrigated Lands for
East Warm Creek Irrigation & Canal Company

Diligence Claim
Sheet No. 1
EXHIBIT 4
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L. WARD WAGSTAFF, No. 5554
Assistant Attorney General
JAN GRAHAM, No. 1231
UTAH ATTORNEY GENERAL
ATTORNEYS FOR UTAH STATE ENGINEER
1594 West North Temple, suite 300
Box 140855
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84114-0855
Telephone: (801) 538-7227

~

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

IN THE MATTER OF THE GENERAL
)
DETERMINATION OF THE RIGHTS
)
TO THE USE OF ALL THE WATER, BOTH )
SURFACE AND UNDERGROUND, WITHIN
)
THE DRAINAGE AREA OF UTAH LAKE AND)
JORDAN RIVER IN UTAH, SALT LAKE,
)
DAVIS, SUMMIT, WASATCH, SANPETE,
)
AND JUAB COUNTIES IN UTAH
)
Juab-Goshen Valley Division
Goshen Valley Subdivision

)
)
)

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
AMENDMENT TO THE
PROPOSED DETERMINATION

CIVIL NO. 360057298 (53-1)
Judge Timothy R. Hanson

I hereby certify that on this 17TH day of October, 2000, true
and correct copies of the AMENDMENT THE PROPOSED DETERMINATION OF
WATER RIGHTS BY THE STATE ENGINEER were served by mailing, firstclass postage pre-paid, addressed as follows:
Evan Johnson
327 N 200 East
American Fork, UT 84003

East Warm Creek Irrigation & Canal Co.
36 S 600 West
Genola, UT 84655

L, ~Ja~\. wl<'J5~
L. Ward Wagstaff
Attorney for Utah State Engineer
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

IN THE MATTER OF THE GENERAL DETERMINATION
OF THE RIGHTS TO THE USE OF ALL THE WATER,
BOTH SURFACE AND UNDERGROUND, WITHIN THE
DRAINAGE AREA OF UTAH LAKE AND JORDAN RIVER
IN UTAH, SALT LAKE, DAVIS, SUMMIT, WASATCH,
SANPETE, AND JUAB COUNTIES IN UTAH
Juab-Goshen Valley Division
Goshen Valley Subdivision

CIVIL NO. 360057298 (53-1)
NOTICE TO AFFECTED PARTIES IN THE ABOVE-DESCRIBED GENERAL
ADJUDICATION:
Attached hereto is your copy of the Amendment to the
Proposed Determination of Water Rights in the Utah Lake and
Jordan River Drainage Area, Juab-Goshen Valley Division, Goshen
Valley Subdivision (Area Code 53, Book 1). The Utah Division of
Water Rights has prepared this Amendment to the Proposed
Determination as required by statute in this matter pending
before the Court. A copy of this Amendment to the Proposed
Determination will be on file with the Clerk of the Third
District Court in Salt Lake City, Utah. Additional copies
thereof may be obtained from the Division of Water Rights in Salt
Lake City, Utah, upon payment of the cost of printing.
You are hereby notified that under Section 73-4-11, Utah
Code Annotated (1989), any claimant dissatisfied with the
Amendment to the Proposed Determination may object, but only as
follows: The claimant/objector must file with the Clerk of the
Court a written objection duly verified by oath. The objection
must be filed within ninety (90) days after the claimant is
served the Amendment to the Proposed Determination. A copy of
the objection should also be filed with the Division of Water
Rights at the address shown below.
This copy of the Amendment to the Proposed Determination was
served on you by mail, on this 17 th day of October, 2000.
L. Ward Wagstaff
Assistant Attorney General
Attorney for State Engineer
ate Engineer
Division of Water ights
1594 West North Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

IN THE MATTER OF THE GENERAL
DETERMINATION OF THE RIGHTS
TO THE USE OF ALL THE WATER,
BOTH SURFACE AND UNDERGROUND,
WITHIN THE DRAINAGE AREA OF
UTAH LAKE AND JORDAN RIVER
IN UTAH, SALT LAKE, DAVIS,
SUMMIT, WASATCH, SANPETE,
AND JUAB COUNTIES IN UTAH

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

~

AMENDMENT TO THE
PROPOSED DETERMINATION
OF WATER RIGHTS BY
THE STATE ENGINEER
Juab-Goshen Valley Division
Goshen Valley Subdivision

CIVIL NO. 360057298 (53-1)

Robert L. Morgan, State Engineer of the State of Utah,
respectfully represents to the Court as follows:
1.
This is an Amendment to the Proposed Determination of
water Rights in Utah Lake and Jordan River Drainage Area, Juab Goshen Valley Division, Goshen Valley Subdivision, Code No. 53,
Book No. 1 (Proposed Determination). For complete information
regarding the Proposed Determination, please see the Preamble to
the Proposed Determination.
2.
This amendment is published solely to address Water
Right No. 53-1433 (Diligence Claim No. D6916). It does not
affect any other water rights, regardless of whether such rights
are published in the Proposed Determination. It also does not
affect the submission to the Court at some later date of a
complete list of disallowed claims, corrections, and additional
claims not included in the Proposed Determination.
3.
The state Engineer has determined that this Amendment
is necessary and timely because of activity regarding Water Right
No. 53-1433, including the filing of an application to change the
point of diversion, place of use, and nature of use of a portion
of the right. Adjudication of Water Right No. 53-1433 is now
necessary and appropriate in order to resolve issues regarding
the claim, and to minimize or prevent future complex problems and
litigation regarding this water right.
4.
The state Engineer therefore recommends to the Court
that Water Right No. 53-1433, Diligence Claim No. D6916, be
DISALLOWED.
October 17, 2000.

R~~~
State Engineer

Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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STATE OF UTAH
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

JAN GRAHAM
ATTORNEY GENERAL
JAMES R. SOPER
Solicitor General

REED RICHARDS
Chief Deputy Attorney General

October 17, 2000

Clerk of the Court
Third District Court
450 S. State St. P. 0. Box 1860
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Dear Court Clerk:
Please find enclosed a copy of the amendment to the Proposed Determination of Water
Rights in the Utah Lake and Jordan River Drainage Area, Juab-Goshen Valley Division, Goshen
Valley Subdivision (Area Code 53, Book 1). This Amendment should be filed in the case file for
the General Water Rights Adjudication, in the Sub-file for the Goshen Valley Subdivision, Civil
No. 360057298 (53-1).
If you have questions, please call me at (801) 538-7227. Thank you for your assistance in

this matter.
Sincerely,

LI lAJGIA,-el UJ,,\J5~
L. Ward Wagstaff

Assistant Attorney General
LWW:dmk
Enclosure

1594 Wesr NORTH

Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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TEUPLE #300, Box 140855
• SALT LAKEOCR,
CITY,may
UTAH
84114-0855
• TEL: 801- 538-7227 •

/OJ
FAX:

538-7440

FU.ED iJISTntCT COUilf
Thi rd Judicial District

IN THE TIDRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
IN THE IvlATTER OF THE GENERAL
DETERMINATION OF THE RIGHTS
TO TIIE USE OF ALL THE WATER,
TO THE USE OF ALL THE WATER,
WITHIN THE DRAINAGE AREA OF
UTAH LAKE AND JORDAN RIVER
IN UTAH, SALT LAKE, DAVIS,
SUMJvlIT, WASATCH, SANPETE,
AND JUAB COUNTIES IN UTAH

OCT 2 3 2000

)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

OBJECTION TO THE
PROPOSED DETERMINATION
OF WATER RIGHTS BY
THE STATE ENGINEER
Juab-Goshen Valley Division
Goshen Valley Subdivision
CIVIL NO. 360057298
Judge Timothy R. Hanso~

Affected Party, Evan D. Johnson, resident of Utah County, State of Utah, and deeded owner of
50% of the subject claim respectfully represents to the Court as follows:

~

1. This is an objection to the Amendment to the Proposed Detennination of Water Rights
By The State Engineer on Water Right 53-1433, Diligence Claim No. D6916 filed on October 17,
2000.

4¼.,

2. Disallowing Water Right No. 53-1433, Diligence Claim No. D16916 would not as Mr.
Ward claims minimize or prevent future complex problems and/or litigation. On the contrary, it
has only spawned heated litigation now pending, GRAMA requests, etc. and increased the claim
jumping clamor by the unfriendly neighbors of the East Warm Creek Irrigation Company lands.
3. Diligence Claim No. D16916 appropriately quiets the title to the disputed water in East
Warm Creek to the East Warm Creek Irrigation Company where it belonged from 1899 thru

Gv

present.
4. The disparity, unfairness, and unequal practices in the Goshen-Genola area by the State
Engineer's Office are highlighted by the following: East Warm Creek Irrigation Company with

~

4.96 CFS is recognized to only irrigate 407.5 acres and water 250 cows while the very adjoining
company, Warm Springs Irrigation and Power Company with twice the carrier system and only
9.65 CFS is recognized to irrigate 1,448.32 acres and water 1520 cows.
5. The State Engineer's position that every year since 1899 that about 400 acre-feet of

Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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water consistently went out of the EWCIC's waste gate, unused is nonsense. The farms on the
east bench of Genola would not and did not waste 400 acre-feet of water annually as the State
Engineer's Office contends and contrary to the journal entries provided to the State Engineer's
Office. A diligence claim was filed on lands left out of the original diligence. There appears to be
some misunderstanding that irrigated pasture and irrigated crops lands were to be included on the
original claim. (Exhibit-A attached complete application)
6. Applicant of D16916 hired a license engineer who properly filled out the application,
and documented the various new requirements for a diligence claim. It should be noted that the
new legislation is written is such a way as to preclude, discourage, and disparage valid diligence
claims and is unfair on its face. Who can find a living person with direct knowledge prior to 1903
for there diligence claim? Nothing but more water politics.
7. The State Engineer's findings are contrary to the findings of the licensed engineer hired
by the applicant, the historical irrigated facts presented by the farmer who should come to any
hearing on this matter.
8. In anticipation of denial, Evan D. Johnson filed an Application to Appropriate (A72465), Water Right 53-1452 which was denied based upon the State Engineer's contention that
the basin is closed to new appropriations not that there was unappropriated water in the source.
That application (A-72465) is currently in litigation, and in direct response to the State Engineer's
recommendation of denial ofD-16916.
9. Approval ofD16916 would alleviate the necessity for continued litigation and/or
subsequent filings by friendly or hostile interests to the East Wann Creek Irrigation Company for
the subject under-appropriated water in the source, because the unappropriated water in the
source would cease to exist.
10. Evan Johnson, therefore recommends to the Court that Water Right No. 53-1443,
Diligence Claim No. D6916, be ALLOWED.
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- - - - - - - - ~ - ~ ~_ _ _ _ _Date: October 20, 2000

American Fork, UT 84003
Tel. 801-756-0091 Fax 801-756-0092
Email: ejohn@airswitch.net

SERVICE
ed true and correct copies of the foregoing to the parties below
I, Evan Johnson, certify that
a·
on Octo

BY:_,~~==-=--++!+-=------Judge Timothy R. Hanson
450 South State
P.O. Box 1860
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Tel. 238-7515

Marvin Oberg
East Warm Creek Irrigation Company
36 South 600 West
Genola, Utah 84655
Robert L. Morgan, State Engineer
Divison of Water Rights
1594 West North Temple Suite 220
P.O. Box 146300
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-6300

~

~

~

~

~
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Addendum C
Determinative Statutes
Utah Code § 73-4-3 (this version effective 1979-2007)

¼I)

~

Upon the filing of any action by the state engineer as provided in Section 73-4-1, or by
any person or persons claiming the right to the use of the waters of any river system, lake,
underground water basin, or other natural source of supply, which involves a determination of
the rights to the maj~r part of the water of such source of supply or the rights of ten or more of
the claimants of such source of supply, the clerk of the district court shall notify the state
engineer that such suit has been filed. The state engineer then shall give notice to the claimants
by publishing notice once a week for two consecutive weeks in a newspaper designated by the
court as most likely to give notice to such claimants. The notice shall set forth that: such an
action has been filed; the name of the action and the name and location of the court in which the
action is pending; the name or description of the water source involved; and shall require
claimants to the use of water therefrom to notify the state engineer within 90 days from the date
notice is given of their names and addresses. After the expiration of 90 days the state engineer
shall prepare a list which shall include the names and addresses of all claimants then of record
in his office and all claimants who have notified the state engineer of their addresses, and this list
shall be certified by the state engineer as complete and filed with the clerk of the court. The court
upon petition may by order permit the addition of names and addresses to this list at any time
during the pendency of the action, and the clerk of the court may, without court order, upon
notice from the claimant note any change of address. If any claimant appears in this action by an
attorney, the clerk shall note on the list the address of the attorney. After the list is filed by the
state engineer, notice of further proceedings, after service of summons, may be given without
court order by mailing a copy thereof to the persons listed at the addresses listed and by mailing
a copy thereof to any attorney of record for any such person, and notice may be given to such
listed persons and to all other claimants by publication in the manner and for the time prescribed
by order of the district court. When such statement or list shall have been filed, the state engineer
shall begin the survey of the water source and the ditches, canals, wells, tunnels, or other works
diverting water therefrom; and as soon as this survey has been completed, the state engineer
shall file notice of completion with the clerk and give notice by registered mail or by personal
service to all claimants whose names appear on the list that the survey has been completed and
that their claims are due within 90 days from the date of notice, and within 90 days
after such service of such notice each claimant must file a written statement with the clerk of the
court setting forth his respective claim to the use of such water. Notice given by mail shall
be complete when the notice is mailed. When such a suit has been filed by the state engineer as
provided by Section 73--4-1, or by any person or persons involving the major part of the waters
of any river system, lake, underground water basin, or other source of supply, or the rights of ten
or more of the water claimants of such source of supply, whether such suit is filed prior to or
after the enactment hereof, it shall be the duty of the state engineer upon receiving notice thereof
to examine the records of his office with respect to the water source involved, and if they are
incomplete to make such further investigation and survey as may be necessary for the
preparation of the report and recommendation as required by Section 73--4-11. In all such cases
the court shall proceed to determine the water rights involved in the manner provided by this
chapter, and not otherwise.
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Utah Code§ 73-4-4 (this version effective 1948-2007)

Claimants whose names appear on the list prescribed by the next preceding section at the
time the list is filed by the state engineer with the clerk of the court shall be served with a
summons issued out of the district court and served as a summons is served in other civil cases.
Upon the filing by the state engineer of an affidavit that he has searched the records of his office
and has listed all names as required by Section 73-4-3, and upon proof of publication of notice
to all claimants to notify the state engineer of their names and addresses, summons may be
served on all other persons and claimants not listed on said list by publication of summons, in a
newspaper or newspapers designated by the judge of the court as most likely to give notice to the
persons served, five times, once each week for five successive weeks. Service of summons to
be completed upon the date of the publication. The summons in such cases shall be substantially
in the following form:
In the District Court of .......... County, State of Utah, in the matter
of the general adjudication of water rights in the described water
source.
SUMMONS

The State of Utah to the said defendant:
You are hereby summoned to appear and defend the above entitled
action which is brought for the purpose of making a general
determination of the water rights of the described water source.
Upon the service of this summons upon you, you will thereafter be
subject to the jurisdiction of the entitled court and it shall be your
duty to follow further proceedings in the above entitled action and
to protect your rights therein. When the state engineer has
completed his survey you will be given a further written notice,
either in person or by registered mail, sent to your last known
address, that you must file a water users claim in this action setting
forth the nature of your claim, and said notice will specify the date
upon which your water users claim is due and thereafter you must
file said claim within the time set and your failure so to do will
constitute a default in the premises and a judgment may be entered
against you declaring and adjudging that you have no right in or to
the waters of described water source.
At the time the said notice of completion of survey is given, the
state engineer must mail or otherwise deliver a form upon which
the claimant shall present in writing, as provided in the next
succeeding section, all the particulars relating to the appropriation
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of the water of said river system or water source to which he lays
claim.

Utah Code § 73-4-5 (this version effective 1948-2013)

~

Each person claiming a right to use any water of such river system or water source shall,
within 90 days after the completed service of the notice of completion of survey prescribed
by Section 73-4-3 hereof, file in the office of the clerk of the district court a statement in writing
which shall be signed and verified by the oath of the claimant, and shall include as near as may
be the following: The name and post-office address of the person making the claim; the nature
of the use on which the claim of appropriation is based; the flow of water used in cubic feet per
second or the quantity of water stored in acre-feet, and the time during which it has been used
each year; the name of the stream or other source from which the water is diverted, the point
on such stream or source where the water is diverted, and the nature of the diverting works; the
date when the first work for diverting the water was begun, and the nature of such work; the date
when the water was first used, the flow in cubic feet per second or the quantity of water stored in
acre-feet, and the time during which the water was used the first year; and the place and manner
of present use; and such other facts as will clearly define the extent and nature of the
appropriation claimed, or as may be required by the blank form which shall be furnished by the
state engineer under the direction of the court.

Utah Code§ 73-4-9 (this version effective 1919-2009)
The filing of each statement by a claimant shall be considered notice to all persons of the
claim of the party making the same, and any person failing to make and deliver such statement of
claim to the clerk of the court within the time prescribed by law shall be forever barred and
estopped from subsequently asserting any rights, and shall be held to have forfeited all rights to
the use of the water theretofore claimed by him; provided, that any claimant, upon whom no
other service of said notice shall have been made than by publication in a newspaper , may apply
to the court for permission to file a statement of claim after the time therefor has expired, and the
court may extend the time for filing such statement, not exceeding six months from the
publication of said notice; but, before said time is extended, the applicant shall give notice by
publication in a newspaper having general circulation on such river system or near the water
source to all other persons interested in the water of such river system or water source, and shall
make it appear to the satisfaction of the court that during the pendency of the proceedings he had
no actual notice thereof in time to appear and file a statement and make proof of his claim; and
all parties interested may be heard as to the matter of his actual notice of the pendency of such
proceedings.
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Utah Code§ 73-4-11 (this version effective 1937-2007)
Within thirty days after the expiration of the 60 days allowed for filing statements of
claims, the state engineer shall begin to tabulate the facts contained in the statements filed and to
investigate, whenever he shall deem necessary, the facts set forth in said statements by reference
to the surveys already made or by further surveys, and shall as expeditiously as possible make a
report to the court with his recommendation of how all rights involved shall be determined.
After full consideration of the statements of claims, and of the surveys, records, and files, and
after a personal examination of the river system or water source involved, if such examination
is deemed necessary, the state engineer shall formulate a report and a proposed determination of
all rights to the use of the water of such river system or water source, and a copy of the same
shall be mailed by regular mail to each claimant with notice that any claimant dissatisfied
therewith may within ninety days from such date of mailing file with the clerk of the district
court a written objection thereto duly verified on oath. The state engineer shall distribute the
waters from the natural streams or other natural sources in accordance with the proposed
determination or modification thereof by court order until a final decree is rendered by the court;
provided, if the right to the use of said waters has been theretofore decreed or adjudicated said
waters shall be distributed in accordance with such decree until the same is reversed, modified,
vacated or otherwise legally set aside.

Utah Code§ 73-4-12 (effective 1919-2016)

If no contest on the part of any claimant shall have been filed, the court shall render a
judgment in accordance with such proposed determination, which shall determine and establish
the rights to the use of the water of said river system or water source; and set forth the name of
the person entitled to the use of the water; the quantity of water in acre-feet or the flow of water
in second-feet; the time during which the water is to be used each year; the name of the stream or
other source from which the water is diverted; the point on the stream or other source where the
water is diverted; the priority date of the right; and other matters as will fully and completely
define the rights of said claimants to the use of the water.

Utah Code§ 73-4-22 (effective May 10, 2016 - current)
(1) The state engineer, throughout the pendency of proceedings, shall serve summons in the
manner prescribed by Section 73-4-4 upon all claimants to the use of water in the described
source embraced by said action, whenever the names and addresses of said persons come to the
attention of the state engineer.
(2) Immediately after the notice of the proposed determination is given, in accordance with
Section 73-4-11 hereof, the state engineer shall diligently search for the names and addresses of
any claimants to water in the source covered by the proposed determination who have not been
previously served with summons other than by publication, and any such persons located shall
forthwith be served with summons.
(3) After the state engineer has exhausted the search for other claimants, as described in
Subsection (2), the state engineer shall:
(a) make such fact known to the district court by affidavit; and
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(b) as ordered by the court, again publish summons five times, once each week, for five
successive weeks which said service shall be binding upon all unknown claimants.

Utah Code§ 73-5-13 (effective May 5, 1997 -April 30, 2001)
(1) (a) All claimants to the right to the use of water, including both surface and underground,
whose rights are not represented by certificates of appropriation issued by the state engineer, by
applications filed with the state engineer, by court decrees, or by notice of claim filed pursuant to
law, shall submit the claim to the state engineer.
(b) Subsections (2) through (7) shall only apply to claims submitted to the state engineer
pursuant to this section after May 4, 1997.
(2) (a) Each claim submitted under this section shall be verified under oath by the claimant or the
claimant's duly appointed representative and submitted on forms furnished by the state engineer
setting forth any information the state engineer requires, including:
(i) the name and post office address of the person making the claim;
(ii) the quantity of water claimed in acre-feet or rate of flow in second-feet, or both, where
appropriate;
(iii) the source of supply;
(iv) the priority date of the right;
(v) the location of the point of diversion with reference to a United States land survey
corner;
(vi) the place of use;
(vii) the nature and extent of use;
(viii) the time during which the water has been used each year; and
(ix) the date when the water was first used.
(b) The claim shall also include the following information verified under oath by a registered
engineer or land surveyor:
(i) measurements of the amount of water diverted;
(ii) a statement that the quantity of water claimed either in acre-feet or cubic feet per
second is consistent with the beneficial use claimed and the supply which the source is
capable of producing; and
(iii) a map showing the original diversion and conveyance works and where the water was
placed to beneficial use, including irrigated lands, if irrigation is the claimed beneficial
use.
(c) The state engineer may require additional information as necessary to evaluate any claim
including:
(i) affidavits setting forth facts of which the affiant has personal knowledge;
(ii) authenticated or historic photographs, plat or survey maps, or surveyors' notes;
(iii) authenticated copies of original diaries, personal histories, or other historical
documents which document the claimed use of water; and
(iv) other relevant records on file with any county recorder's, surveyor's, or assessor's
office.
(3) (a) A claim may be corrected by submitting to the state engineer a verified corrected claim
designated as such and bearing the same number as the original claim.
(b) No fee shall be charged for submitting a corrected claim.
(4) (a) Upon submission by a claimant of a claim that is acceptably complete under
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Subsection (2) and the deposit of money by a claimant with the state engineer sufficient to pay
the expenses of conducting a field investigation and publishing a notice of the claim, the state
engineer shall:
(i) file the claim;
(ii) endorse the date of its receipt;
(iii) assign the claim a water right number; and
(iv) publish a notice of the claim following the same procedures as provided in Section 733-6.
(b) Any claim not acceptably complete under Subsection (2) shall be returned to the claimant.
(c) The acceptance of any claim filed under this section by the state engineer may not be
considered to be an adjudication by the state engineer of the validity of the claimed water right.
(5) (a) The state engineer shall:
(i) conduct a field investigation of each claim filed; and
(ii) prepare a report of the investigation.
(b) The report of the investigation shall:
(i) become part of the file on the claim; and
(ii) be admissible in any administrative or judicial proceeding on the validity of the claim.
(6) (a) Any person who may be damaged by a diversion and use of water as described in a claim
submitted pursuant to this section may file an action in district court to determine the validity of
the claim, whether or not the claim has been accepted for filing by the state engineer.
(b) Venue for the action shall be in the county in which the point of diversion listed in the
claim is located, or in a county where the place of use, or some part of it, is located.
(c) The action shall be brought against the claimant to the use of water or the claimant's
successor in interest.
(d) In any action brought to determine the validity of a claim to the use of water under this
section, the claimant shall have the initial burden of proof as to the validity of the claimed right.
(e) Any person filing an action challenging the validity of a claim to the use of water under this
section shall notify the state engineer [in writing] of the pendency of the action in a manner
prescribed by the state engineer. Upon receipt of the notice, the state engineer may take no action
on any change or exchange applications founded on the claim that is the subject of the pending
litigation, until the court adjudicates the matter.
(t) Upon the entering of any final order or decree in any judicial action to determine the
validity of a claim under this section, the prevailing party shall file a certified copy of the order
or decree with the state engineer, which shall become part of the state engineer's file on the
claim.
(7) The state engineer may make rules consistent with this section specifying information
required to be included in a claim and claim procedures.

Utah Code§ 73-5-13 (effective May 14, 2013 - current)
(l)(a) A claimant to the right to the use of water, including both surface and underground water,
whose right is not represented by a certificate of appropriation issued by the state engineer, by an
application filed with the state engineer, by a court decree, or by a notice of claim filed pursuant
to law, shall submit the claim to the state engineer in accordance with this section.
(b) Subsections (2) through (7) only apply to claims or corrected claims submitted to the state
engineer in accordance with this section on or after May 14, 2013.
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(2)(a) A claim submitted under this section shall be verified under oath by the claimant or the
claimant's duly appointed representative and submitted on forms provided by the state engineer
setting forth any information the state engineer requires, including:
(i) the name and mailing address of the person making the claim;
(ii) the quantity of water claimed in acre-feet or rate of flow in second-feet, or both, where
appropriate;
(iii) the source of supply;
(iv) the priority date of the right;
(v) the location of the point of diversion with reference to a United States land survey
comer;
(vi) the place of use;
(vii) the nature and extent of use;
(viii) the time during which the water has been used each year; and
(ix) the date when the water was first used.
(b) The claim shall also include the following information, prepared by a Utah licensed engineer
or a Utah licensed land surveyor:
(i) measurements of the amount of water diverted;
(ii) a statement that the quantity of water claimed either in acre-feet or cubic feet per
second is consistent with the beneficial use claimed and the supply that the source is
capable of producing; and
(iii) a map showing the original diversion and conveyance works and where the water was
placed to beneficial use, including irrigated lands, if irrigation is the claimed beneficial
use.
(c) The state engineer may require additional information as necessary to evaluate any claim
including:
(i) affidavits setting forth facts of which the affiant has personal knowledge;
(ii) authenticated or historic photographs, plat or survey maps, or surveyors' notes;
(iii) authenticated copies of original diaries, personal histories, or other historical
documents that document the claimed use of water; and
(iv) other relevant records on file with any county recorder's, surveyor's, or assessor's
office.
(3)(a) A claimant, or a claimant's successor in interest, as shown in the records of the state
engineer may file a corrected claim that:
(i) is designated as a corrected claim;
(ii) includes the information described in Subsection (2); and
(iii) bears the same number as the original claim.
(b) If a corrected claim that meets the requirements described in Subsection (3)(a) is filed
before the state engineer publishes the original claim in accordance with Subsection (4)(a)(iv),
the state engineer may not charge an additional fee for filing the corrected claim.
(c) The state engineer shall treat a corrected claim that is filed in accordance with Subsection
(3 )(a) as if the corrected claim were the original claim.
(4)(a) When a claimant submits a claim that is acceptably complete under Subsection (2) and
deposits money with the state engineer sufficient to pay the expenses of conducting a field
investigation and publishing a notice of the claim, the state engineer shall:
(i) file the claim;
(ii) endorse the date of its receipt;
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(iii) assign the claim a water right number;
(iv) publish a notice of the claim following the same procedures as provided in Section 733-6; and
(v) if the claimant is the federal government or a federal agency, provide a copy of the
claim to the members of the Natural Resources, Agriculture, and Environment Interim
Committee.
(b) Any claim not acceptably complete under Subsection (2) shall be returned to the claimant.
(c) The acceptance of any claim filed under this section by the state engineer may not be
considered to be an adjudication by the state engineer of the validity of the claimed water right.
(5)(a) The state engineer shall:
(i) conduct a field investigation of each claim filed; and
(ii) prepare a report of the investigation.
(b) The report of the investigation shall:
(i) become part of the file on the claim; and
(ii) be admissible in any administrative or judicial proceeding regarding the validity of the
claim.
(6)(a) Any person who may be damaged by a diversion and use of water as described in a claim
submitted pursuant to this section may file an action in district court to determine the validity of
the claim, regardless of whether the state engineer has filed the claim in accordance with
Subsection (4)(a).
(b) Venue for an action brought under Subsection ( 6)(a) shall be in the county where the point
of diversion listed in the claim is located, or in a county where the place of use, or some part of
it, is located.
(c) The action shall be brought against the claimant to the use of water or the claimant's
successor in interest.
(d) In any action brought to determine the validity of a claim to the use of water under this
section, the claimant shall have the initial burden of proof as to the validity of the claimed right.
(e)(i) A person filing an action challenging the validity of a claim to the use of water under this
section shall notify the state engineer of the pendency of the action in accordance with state
engineer rules.
(ii) Upon receipt of the notice, the state engineer may take no action on any change or
exchange applications founded on the claim that is the subject of the pending litigation
until the court adjudicates the matter.
(t) Upon the entering of any final order or decree in a judicial action to determine the validity
of a claim under this section, the prevailing party shall file a certified copy of the order or decree
with the state engineer, who shall incorporate the order into the state engineer's file on the claim.
(7)(a) In a general adjudication of water rights under Title 73, Chapter 4, Determination of Water
Rights, after completion of final summons in accordance with Section 73-4-22, a district court
may, by decree, prohibit future claims from being filed under this section in the general
adjudication area, division, or subdivision.
(b) If the state engineer receives a claim for an area where a court has prohibited filing under
Subsection (7)(a), the state engineer shall return the claim to the claimant without further action.
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